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SUMMARY
Overall Conclusion
Elections ACT’s planning and conduct of the 2016 election was effective as reflected in the
election performance indicator results. This was achieved in the context of an increase in voters,
electorates, candidates and members of the Legislative Assembly.
Means whereby Elections ACT can enhance its planning and improve the security controls for its
electronic voting and counting system (eVACS®) have been identified. Elections ACT has facilitated
electronic voting since it commenced in 2001 and take up has consistently increased with 33 per
cent of votes in the 2016 election cast electronically. However, as electronic voting is limited to 6
of the 80 (7.5 per cent) polling places on election day, the significant percentage of electronic
votes indicates that, if given greater access, a higher percentage of electors would vote
electronically. A strategy for providing increased access to electronic voting is recommended.
Some recommended changes require ACT Government action. These relate to: removing
restrictions on pre‐polling, which increased to 34 per cent of votes in the 2016 election, so all
electors have the opportunity to cast their vote more conveniently; using penalty units as the
basis for non‐voter fines and commensurately increasing the fine, currently $20; and making sure
accommodation for the 2020 election is secured well in advance as this is likely to be more
challenging for 2020 than for previous elections.

Key findings
PLANNING AND CONDUCTING THE 2016 ACT ELECTION

Paragraph

For the 2016 election, Elections ACT achieved its performance targets for timely
announcement of the election result (7 days – target 14) and turnout as a
percentage of eligible elector population (88 per cent ‐ target 88 per cent) – the
highest rate of the last four elections; there has been an increase in formal voting
over time (98 per cent for 2016), the highest rate for any Legislative Assembly
election. Two targets were not achieved by a small margin; high level of voter
turnout as a percentage of enrolment (89 per cent – target 92) and increase voter
turnout at elections over time (89 per cent – highest level was in 2004 at 93 per
cent). Elections ACT has advised that meeting the 92 per cent target is challenging
due to the high percentage of eligible ACT citizens enrolled (99.8 per cent) and they
are reviewing these two targets.

2.15

Elections ACT has elements of its project management dispersed in various
documents. This may not have been a high risk in planning for and conducting the
2016 election due to the experience of staff. However, having a documented
framework that contains all the key elements, and/or explicit links to all elements,
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of its project management in one document for the four years prior to an election
would mitigate risks if experienced staff were to leave Elections ACT.
Elections ACT’s Operational Plan, in effect an election policy and procedure guide,
while comprehensive in some sections is lacking in others. Also, parts are unclear as
to what information is applicable as information from earlier elections is included.
There is no evidence that this plan has been reviewed in its entirety. It needs to be
reviewed and renamed to reflect its content. Additionally, as there is no control
over who edits it and no approval process for edits, a document control process
needs to be implemented.

2.31

Clarity, a project management tool, provided additional functionality to Elections
ACT (e.g. allocation of tasks to staff through Microsoft Outlook) over the Gantt
chart previously used. Clarity was sourced by Elections ACT on the basis of reducing
the risk of reliance on the corporate knowledge of long serving staff. However, it is
considered that this risk needs to be mitigated through having an election project
management plan, and/or the elements of such a plan that exist in Elections ACT
being explicitly linked.

2.38

Elections ACT maintains a number of risk registers, including strategic, election time
security and polling day, based on the ACT Insurance Authority’s risk template.
While there is a system for review some inconsistencies and deficiencies in
documented risks were found. While a reasonably foreseeable incident that
occurred in the 2016 election was managed appropriately the risk of it occurring
was not documented and therefore there were no mitigation strategies specific to
that risk. A periodic comprehensive review (this could be every two years) of
Elections ACT’s risk registers, in addition to the reviews that are already
undertaken, would strengthen its practices.

2.47

Elections ACT’s low staff turnover has advantages but it also poses risks,
particularly in a small organisation of nine people where the departure of one staff
member can have a significant effect. This risk is recognised by Elections ACT and is
documented in its strategic risk register. While controls include regular review of,
and update to, the Operational Plan and stable staffing within Elections ACT there
has not been a regular review of the Operational Plan in its entirety.

2.51

Elections ACT used a variety of strategies to address the problems, identified in the
report on the 2012 election, related to increasing temporary staffing (staffing
manager, materials manager, media manager and early voting manager). While
strategies overall were successful for these four positions, the training manager
position, also to be undertaken by a temporary employee, was not filled
successfully; their duties were absorbed by other staff and the planned review of
training material was completed by the Deputy Electoral Commissioner and the
Elections Operations Manager.

2.61

Elections ACT successfully recruited 767 casual staff for the 2016 election and
managed the risk of unforseen polling place staff absences by having 17 (2 per
cent) of casual staff available as replacement staff for polling day. Casual staff
performance was assessed and 98.2 per cent were found to be satisfactory or
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suitable for promotion.
Elections ACT permanent and temporary staff undergo a police check but not
casual staff, who present a lower security risk. While a police check may not be
appropriate for casual staff it would be prudent for Elections ACT to explicitly
examine risks they pose and identify if security information needs to be collected.
For example, security information could be collected from prospective casual staff
by requesting that they sign, as part of their employment, a declaration in response
to specific security questions. This approach would provide Elections ACT with
some assurance and facilitate mitigation measures being implemented, if required.

2.73

Elections ACT monitored casual staff’s completion of online training until the week
preceding the 2016 election. There was no requirement for casual staff to achieve a
predetermined level of competency prior to presenting for work on election day or
to answer all questions in a section correctly before completing the training.
Elections ACT is examining whether a minimum attainment rate is needed for
future elections.

2.80

A combination of online (767 casual staff) and face‐to‐face training (polling place
managers, officers in charge and seconds in charge) was provided to prepare casual
staff for their election duties. Due to there being no training manager, even though
attempts were made to secure one, three Elections ACT staff delivered 43 hours of
face‐to‐face training, primarily in the ten days prior to the election. Recruiting a
training manager in the lead up to future ACT elections (unsuccessful for the 2016
ACT election) would provide an identified resource to deliver face‐to‐face training
and monitor casual staff’s completion of online training, not possible in the week
prior to the 2016 ACT election due to the workload of the Elections ACT staff
involved.

2.84

A survey of ACT voters found that the public information campaign reached the
majority of those surveyed and that the information campaign was somewhat or
very useful. Additionally, satisfaction with Elections ACT’s website increased
significantly.

2.90

Elections ACT provided languages, based on evidence, additional to those required
by the ACT Government for election information brochures, electronic voting
screens and information sessions. This contributed to Elections ACT’s achievement
of its objective that the voters of the ACT know when the election is to be held,
where and when they can vote, how to vote and when a timely result is expected.

2.97

Elections ACT used information gathered from previous elections to identify the
number of ballot papers required for the 2016 ACT election at each polling place.
As ACT residents can vote at any polling place irrespective of what electorate they
are located in, every polling place was required to hold ballot papers for each
electorate. Due to the availability of historical information, and the ability to
address any shortages quickly because of the small size of the ACT, all voters were
accommodated in the 2016 ACT election.

2.101
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Officers in charge did not report any concerns over queues at the 80 polling places
for the ACT 2016 election. This occurred in an environment of increased voters,
changes to electorates and a high number of candidates in each electorate, e.g. one
electorate had 33 candidates and there was a total of over 140 candidates for the
five electorates.

2.105

There has been a significant increase in pre‐polling and electronic voting in ACT
elections; pre‐polling now accounts for 34 per cent of voting and electronic voting
accounts for 33 per cent. The majority of electronic votes (86 per cent) was cast
during the 14 day pre‐polling period. Electronic voting is only available on polling
day at those same 6 locations; this means that, on polling day, only 7.5 per cent of
polling places (6 of the 80) had electronic voting facilities.

2.112

There are restrictions on pre‐poll voting: the criteria that an elector needs to meet
to qualify and its geographical availability to electors. The restriction on electronic
voting is the availability of electronic voting infrastructure at polling places.

2.113

In discussing the increase in pre‐poll voting at the 2008 election, the Report on the
ACT Legislative Assembly Election 2008 (the Report) noted that there could be
advantages with pre‐polling through an associated increase in electronic voting:

2.117

Pre‐polling arrangements vary across Australian jurisdictions; no declaration is
required in Queensland, the Northern Territory or Western Australia. The ACT,
Victoria, Tasmania and the Commonwealth require a verbal declaration.

2.121

In the ACT pre‐polling is only available to an elector who makes a verbal declaration
indicating that they expect ‘… to be unable to attend a polling place on polling day;
or whose address is a suppressed address’. Many reasons could be given to justify
the first criterion, all at the discretion of an elector to define what constitutes being
‘unable to attend’. Given the breadth of interpretation possible to meet the first
criterion makes it impractical to enforce it is understandable that declarations are
not validated or tested by polling place staff. While the merits of pre‐polling are
debatable, given the impracticality of enforcing the criterion related to attending a
polling place, this criterion needs to be removed from the Electoral Act 1992.
Removing criterion one would negate the need for criterion two.

2.122

Elections ACT encourages electronic voting through making it available at all (six)
pre‐polling centres and facilitating voter use through providing support staff to
assist, e.g. with scanning barcodes; 86 per cent of pre‐poll votes are cast
electronically. Electronic voting is likely to increase if pre‐polling restrictions are
removed, however, given it was restricted on election day to six locations,
examining options for increasing its geographical availability seems warranted. It is
acknowledged that there are cost and logistical issues for establishing electronic
voting other than for pre‐polling places. However, a strategy to identify
opportunities to foster an increase in its use is needed.

2.124

In preparing for the election, Elections ACT collated information on the number and
needs of electors at each residence and institution that was eligible for mobile

2.127
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polling. However, analysis of the mobile polling schedule found that the time
allocated to each residence or institution could have more closely reflected the
information Elections ACT had collated. While there is no evidence that this
impacted on the conduct of mobile polling for the 2016 election, Elections ACT
could more effectively utilise its research findings in developing the schedule for
the 2020 election.
Elections ACT estimated the number of ballot papers required for the 2016 ACT
election using data from previous elections, while also taking into account the
increase in the number of electorates and the consequential change in electoral
boundaries. This process was effective with no polling place running out of ballot
papers.

2.132

In the 2016 ACT election security guards were hired to provide ballot paper security
on polling night due to insufficient space for the plastic tubs containing ballot
papers in the secure room and the risk of exceeding the floor loading limit if the
tubs were stacked in the secure room. Once removed from the plastic tubs, on the
day after polling day, the ballot papers were moved into the secure room, ready for
scanning.

2.135

The use of traditional paper ballot papers has significantly declined since 2001,
when 91 per cent of voters used a paper ballot, to 67 per cent in 2016. This
significant downward trend reflects the increase in electronic voting, despite
electronic voting being limited to six (7.5 per cent) polling places.

2.137

While notes were taken at Elections ACT’s lessons learned sessions, there was no
evidence of a procedure for tracking resulting actions. Elections ACT reported that
the notes are used as a basis for updating its Operational Plan and are reviewed in
detail during election planning meetings. Elections ACT reports that, where
necessary, identified improvements are added to the detailed election plan. A
lessons learned tracking document for the time between elections would reduce
the risk of needed actions not occurring. A simple procedure is needed to reduce
the risk of needed actions not occurring (e.g. highlighting actions in the notes then
removing this once completed and annually monitoring progress); this would
reduce the risk of an important improvement not being progressed.

2.140

Elections ACT conducts a lessons learned exercise and produces a report following
each election. These provide an opportunity to: identify improvements and retain
effective practices; analyse changes in voting practices; and report to the
Legislative Assembly and the ACT public on costs, voting trends (political and non‐
political), innovations and recommendations for future elections.

2.144

The ‘100 metre rule’ is important in reinforcing the Hare‐Clark system, giving
priority to ensuring voters are free of an immediate influence that could affect their
vote. While it was the subject of complaints in the 2016 election, as it has also been
for previous elections, Elections ACT advised that most issues were addressed
quickly on election day and this did not take up significant resources. While it is
likely that the ‘100 metre rule’ will be the subject of complaints in future elections
its maintenance is important in reinforcing freedom from influence for voters.

2.152
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Market research for the 2016 election found that, of voters surveyed, 89 per cent
were reached by Elections ACT’s public awareness campaign, 95 per cent thought
the voting instructions were very adequate or adequate, 78 per cent preferred to
vote electronically and 90 per cent of electronic voters found the electronic system
easy to use. Furthermore, 96 per cent of respondents were satisfied or very
satisfied with the voting experience.

2.156

Elections ACT used passwords to provide security for restricting the installation of
unauthorised eVACS® software. The passwords (from the 2012 election) identified
in eVACS® documentation did not meet ACT Government password security
requirements.

2.169

Elections ACT used outdated technology for creating a unique code (a hash) in
eVACS® and used physical controls to mitigate the risk of tampering. A more
modern, unique code is needed to remove reliance on physical controls. Also,
eVACS® could be improved through enforcement of the entering of a unique code
before data is transferred from the polling place server and scanning server to the
counting server. This was not being done and, instead, physical controls were used.

2.176

eLAPPS was used effectively for marking off the electoral roll during the 2016
election and for communication between officers in charge, polling area managers
and Elections ACT.

2.192

Checking voters’ names on eLAPPS and the regular synchronising of eLAPPS across
all polling places significantly limited the risk of a voter being able to vote multiple
times. Improved internet connections in 2016, and therefore eLAPPS
synchronisation, further reduced the risk of a voter voting more than once.
Following review of 142 apparent multiple voters ten were requested to provide an
explanation for appearing to have voted twice; at the time of reporting five had
provided explanations Elections ACT considered acceptable.

2.198

At the 2016 ACT election the number of admitted declaration votes (0.1 per cent of
total votes) was the lowest in the ACT since the introduction of Hare‐Clark electoral
system in 1995. This may in part be due to the timing of the federal election, held
less than four months before the ACT election (on 2 July 2016), which followed
extensive advertising by the Australian Electoral Commission (AEC) to encourage
voters to update their enrolment. Also likely to contribute is the implementation of
the Federal Direct Enrolment and Direct Update program which allows the AEC to
directly enrol and update electors’ details based on information from other
government agencies (the ACT‘s electoral roll is prepared by the AEC through a
joint roll arrangement). Additionally, the process of turning the screen around for
electors to confirm their details when they were marked off the roll is likely to have
contributed to the low rate

2.207

The introduction of six additional collection points for receiving election materials
addressed weaknesses identified following the 2012 ACT election, however, a lack
of lighting at one of the collection points made the transfer of materials difficult.
While this did not compromise the security of ballot papers, to support the safe

2.220
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and secure transfer of ballot papers, the location and suitability of collection points
for the 2020 election needs to include criteria for adequate lighting.
Elections ACT managed the security of ballot papers effectively for the 2016 ACT
election. This was through a number of processes during the various voting stages,
after the close of polling places on election day and overnight, during the counting
and scrutiny process and when in storage prior to the 2020 election.

2.231

Elections ACT was in the vanguard in introducing the electronic verification of
scanned ballot papers for the 2008 election. Its continued use means that manual
data entry continues to be unnecessary. The use of dual monitors, allowing
scrutineers to observe the verification process, assists in the transparency of the
process.

2.238

Elections ACT checked ballot papers which the scanning system identified as
unclear. Scrutineers from political parties were able to observe this process and
object at any time.

2.242

The 2016 ACT election result was announced by the Electoral Commissioner,
through a press release, to the ACT candidates and media on Saturday,
22 October 2016. The scanning of paper votes and the high percentage of
electronic votes contributed to the short time required. The result was formally
declared on 26 October, 11 days after polling day (15 October 2016).

2.245

Given that a Memorandum of Understanding was not finalised with ACT Property
Group for the 2016 election, and they have advised that providing accommodation
for the 2020 election is likely to be more problematic, it is important that
accommodation arrangements be finalised well in advance (two years) of the 2020
election. If this does not occur, Elections ACT should seek assistance from the Head
of Service.

2.264

The number of first notices sent to non‐voters increased from 11 396 (5.0 per cent
of total enrolment) at the 2004 election to 23 069 (8.1 per cent of total enrolment)
at the 2016 election. The number of eligible electors that paid the penalty for not
voting also increased, from 1 953 (0.9 per cent) at the 2004 election to 4 250 (1.7
per cent) at the 2012 election. Data on the total number of electors that paid the
penalty for not voting following the 2016 election was not available at the time of
reporting (because the non‐voter process was not yet complete) but, in response to
the first notices that were sent, 3 333 (or 1.2 per cent) of eligible electors had paid
the fine. This number is expected to increase following second and third notices
being sent.

2.269

The ACT Electoral Act 1992 uses penalty units for all matters other than the
infringement notice fine for not voting and two offences that have prescribed
infringement amounts outlined in the Magistrates Court (Electoral Infringement
Notices) Regulation 2012. It is unclear why penalty units have not been adopted for
the purpose of issuing non‐voting fines. The use of a penalty unit as the basis for
the fine for not voting would allow for adjustments to occur incrementally and

2.275
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according to when the ACT adjusts fines overall in penalty units.

Recommendations
RECOMMENDATION 1 PLANNING
Elections ACT should enhance its planning by:
a)

developing a project management framework and/or explicitly linking its project
management elements for the four years prior to an election;

b) reviewing its Operational Plan and developing a control process for maintaining the integrity
of its content;
c)

developing a periodic comprehensive review (this could be every two years) of its risk
registers (in addition to the system of reviews already undertaken);

d) developing a lessons learned tracking document for guiding actions that need to be
undertaken between elections; and
e)

reviewing the classification of its ICT systems and, for any of its systems that are government
critical, implement the required infrastructure arrangements that provide assurance these
systems are continuously available; and document these arrangements in its business
continuity and disaster recovery plans.

RECOMMENDATION 2

SECURITY

Elections ACT should assess the security risk posed by casual staff working on ACT elections and, if
appropriate, implement a mitigation measure.
RECOMMENDATION 3

PRE‐POLL VOTING

The ACT Government should amend the Electoral Act 1992 so that an elector may vote at a pre‐
poll voting centre without the requirement to declare that they are unable to attend a polling
place on polling day.
RECOMMENDATION 4

ELECTRONIC VOTING OPTIONS

Elections ACT should develop a strategy to foster an increase in electronic voting.
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RECOMMENDATION 5

EVACS®

Elections ACT should improve eVACS® security controls by:
a)

using passwords that are compliant with ACT Government password security requirements;

b) using a secure, modern, unique code (hash);
c)

encrypting the cumulative record (data) of daily votes on compact discs; and

d) comprehensively reviewing the eVACS® code.
RECOMMENDATION 6

2020 ACCOMMODATION

ACT Property Group and Elections ACT should finalise a Memorandum of Understanding with
accommodation arrangements being agreed well in advance (two years) of the 2020 election. If
this is not done, Elections ACT should seek assistance from the Head of Service.
RECOMMENDATION 7

PENALTY UNITS FOR NOT VOTING

The ACT Government should use penalty units as the basis for a non‐voter fine to allow
incremental adjustments and determine what penalty is to be established for non‐voters (and in
so doing increase the current $20 fine).

Response from entities
In accordance with subsection 18(2) of the Auditor‐General Act 1996, Elections ACT was provided
with:


a draft proposed report for comment. All comments were considered and required
changes were reflected in the final proposed report; and



a final proposed report for further comments. As part of this process, Elections ACT
was offered the opportunity to provide a statement for inclusion in the Summary
chapter.

In accordance with subsection 18(3) of the Auditor‐General Act 1996, extracts of the draft
proposed report and final proposed report were provided to entities that have a direct interest in
the proposed report. Extracts were provided to ACT Property Group, the Chief Minister, Treasury
and Economic Development Directorate, and the Justice and Community Safety Directorate.
Comments provided were considered in developing the final proposed report and final report.
These entities were also offered the opportunity to provide comments for inclusion in the
Summary chapter of this report, no comments were provided.
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The ACT Electoral Commission response:
The ACT Electoral Commission welcomes this performance audit report on the conduct of the 2016
ACT election and recognises the extensive and thorough work that has gone into the preparation
of this report.
The Commission notes that the report concludes that Elections ACT’s planning and conduct of the
2016 election was effective.
The Commission considers that the conduct of the election was noteworthy in several respects:


It was the first ACT election conducted since the increase in the size of the Assembly,
electing for the first time 25 Members in 5 new electorates;



141 candidates contested the 2016 election, the highest number ever to contest an ACT
election – the previous highest number was 117 at the first election in 1989;



The highest number of votes ever cast for an ACT election was recorded at this election –
250,460 (compared to 229,125 in 2012);



This represented the highest turnout of any of the last 4 ACT elections, when measuring
voter turnout as a proportion of eligible citizens, with over 88% of the eligible population
casting a vote (noting that this performance measure was not calculated at earlier
elections);



This election made use of the most complete electoral roll for an ACT election, with
99.8% of the estimated eligible population enrolled, including historically high levels of
enrolment of 18‐24 year‐olds;



Elections ACT successfully expanded electronic voting facilities to 81,538 voters – over
32.5% of all voters (compared to 59,200 voters in 2012– over 25% of all voters);



The accurate electoral roll and the use of networked electronic electoral rolls in polling
places contributed to very low levels of declaration voting and effectively minimised the
risk of electors fraudulently voting more than once;



The extensive information campaign conducted by the Commission contributed to the
high voter turnout and to the lowest ever rate of informal voting, with only 2.5% of votes
counted as informal;



Exit polling conducted for the Commission indicated high voter satisfaction with electoral
services, with 96% of voters expressing satisfaction with their overall voting experience;



The election result was finalised on the earliest possible day, 7 days after polling day, as
a result of combining the scanning of paper ballots with electronic voting and the
eVACS® counting system; and
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The Commission and Elections ACT met all statutory deadlines set out in the Electoral Act
related to the conduct of the election.

The Commission notes that, while the audit report makes recommendations for improvements in
processes, the report has concluded that the conduct of the election was fully effective. The report
has not identified any issues that indicate that the election was not conducted in accordance with
the Commission’s statutory obligations.
The Commission agrees with and/or supports all of the recommendations made in the audit report.

The ACT Electoral Commission response to recommendations
Recommendation 1 – Planning
The Commission agrees there is a need to strengthen, update and consolidate its project
management and planning framework. However, the Commission notes that its project
management and planning processes in place for the 2016 election achieved a very successful
outcome.

Recommendation 2 – Security
The Commission agrees to assess the security risk posed by casual election staff and to implement
appropriate mitigation measures for future elections. The Commission notes that there were no
reported incidents of a security nature involving Elections ACT casual staff in 2016.

Recommendation 3 – Pre‐poll voting
The Commission supports the recommendation to amend the Electoral Act to extend pre‐poll
voting to all electors without the need to declare that they are unable to attend a polling place on
polling day. The Commission intends to canvass this issue further in its formal report on the 2016
election.

Recommendation 4 – Electronic voting options
The Commission agrees to develop a strategy to foster an increase in electronic voting at future
elections. The Commission notes that this strategy will be dependent in part on the outcome of
recommendation 3. The Commission also notes that it has achieved increases in electronic voting
at every election held since the 2001 election, when electronic voting was introduced.

Recommendation 5 – eVACS®
The Commission agrees to review the electronic voting system and where appropriate implement
the recommended security controls. The Commission notes that the security controls, including
physical security, used at the 2016 election were robust and effective.
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Recommendation 6 – 2020 Accommodation
The Commission agrees that it would be desirable to settle its additional office accommodation
needs well in advance of the 2020 election. The Commission notes that achieving this outcome is
dependent on receiving timely and effective support from other ACT government agencies.

Recommendation 7 – Penalty units for not voting
The Commission supports the recommendation to amend the Electoral Act to increase the penalty
value for failure to vote notices. The Commission intends to canvass this issue further in its formal
report on the 2016 election.
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INTRODUCTION

2016 ACT election
1.1

Elections ACT has been responsible for conducting elections in the ACT since 1994. Since
self‐government in 1989 there have been nine elections. Elections in 1989 and 1992, prior
to the creation of Elections ACT, were conducted by the Commonwealth.

1.2

The ACT Electoral Commission was created in 1992, under the ACT Electoral Act 1992, and
comprises three statutory office holders ‐ a part‐time Chairperson, a full‐time Electoral
Commissioner and another part‐time member. The Commission reports to the Legislative
Assembly through the Speaker of the Assembly. The current Electoral Commissioner, the
first full time Commissioner, has been the Commissioner since 1994.

1.3

Under the Electoral Act 1992 and other relevant legislation the ACT Electoral
Commissioner exercises some functions independently of the ACT Electoral Commission.
In order to distinguish between the functions of the Electoral Commission and the office
of the Electoral Commissioner, the operations of the Electoral Commissioner and the staff
employed to assist the Commissioner are referred to as Elections ACT. This naming
convention is used throughout this report.

1.4

Elections ACT’s most important function is to conduct elections for the Legislative
Assembly. Elections ACT advised that the recent election held on 15 October 2016 cost
$4.854 million1; the cost of the 2012 election was reported as $2.668 million noting that
some expenditure had been incurred in the previous financial year.2

1.5

The 2016 Election was shaped by changes in legislation which increased the number of
members of the Legislative Assembly from 17 to 253 and divided the ACT into five
electorates instead of three.4

1.6

The ACT was the first jurisdiction in Australia to introduce electronic voting for
parliamentary elections; this occurred for the 2001 election and has been a feature of ACT
elections since. In the 2016 election electronic voting accounted for 33 per cent of votes,
an increase on the approximate 26 per cent for the 2012 election. As at
30 September 2016 the ACT had 284 240 electors enrolled of a possible 284 516 eligible
citizens. At 99.9 per cent of voters enrolled to vote, this is the highest of any jurisdiction in
Australia and compares favourably with the national figure of 95.4 per cent. The high rate
of eligible electors enrolled to vote in the ACT at that date may have been due to the
activities of the Australian Electoral Commission to increase enrolment prior to the federal

1

The increase in costs included an increase in public funding from $2 per vote in 2012 to $8 per vote in 2016.
Report on the ACT Legislative Assembly election 2012, p 77.
3
Australian Capital Territory (Legislative Assembly) Act 2014, section 3. (It is silent with respect to the number of
electorates. This is covered in the Electoral Act 1992.)
4
Electoral Act 1992, section 34 (1), (2).
2
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election on 2 July 2016, including the implementation of the Federal Direct Enrolment
Update.5
1.7

Previously Elections ACT has been externally reviewed by ACT Legislative Assembly
committees and has been included in a cross agency performance audit by the Audit
Office, Management and administration of credit cards by ACT Government entities.

Audit objective and scope
1.8

The objective of the audit is to provide an independent opinion to the Legislative
Assembly on the effectiveness of the planning for, and conduct of, the 2016 election by
Elections ACT.

1.9

The audit examined Elections ACT’s planning for, and conduct of, the 2016 election. This
included:


incorporation of changes resulting from changes to relevant legislation, such as the
ACT Electoral Act 1992;



the use of electronic voting in the 2016 election;



risk management, planning and resource management adopted for the 2016 election
including ICT;



risk management and planning for the security and storage of ballot papers;



addressing any related issues identified in the review of the 2012 ACT election;



staff recruitment, planning and training;



organisation for election day – security, polls, voting papers, electronic systems,
staffing, counting, scrutineering;



counting and recording of votes;



organisation of postal and pre‐poll voting; and



announcing the result and declaration of the poll.

5

The Federal Direct Enrolment Update is the result of Commonwealth legislation that allows the Australian Electoral
Commission to update the electoral roll based on information accessed from other government agencies.
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Audit criteria, approach and method
Audit criteria
1.10

The effectiveness of Elections ACT’s planning for, and conduct of, the 2016 Legislative
Assembly was considered using the following questions as criteria:


was there effective planning for the 2016 ACT election?



did Elections ACT conduct the 2016 election effectively?

Audit approach and method
1.11

The audit adopted the Audit Office’s Performance Audit Methods and Practices and
related Policies, Practice Statements and Guidance Papers. These policies and practices
have been designed to comply with the requirements of the Auditor‐General Act 1996 and
relevant professional standards (including ASAE 3500 – Performance Engagements).

1.12

The audit process included:


interviews and discussions with:
 key staff in Elections ACT;
 stakeholders involved with the provision of elections in the ACT and
Commonwealth; and
 other ACT Government agencies and stakeholders, as required;



a review of relevant documentation associated with planning and conducting the
2016 ACT election. This included documentation:
 related to the planning of the 2016 election;
 related to previous ACT elections; and
 related to the electronic voting and counting system.



a review of the controls and the independent audit report of the electronic voting and
counting system;



a review of previous reports:
 by Elections ACT on ACT elections;
 and studies on elections in Australia; and



provision of a draft proposed report and a final proposed report to the auditee
(Elections ACT) for consideration and comment.

1.13

Axiom Associates was engaged to undertake a review of the control and the independent
audit report of the electronic voting and counting system.

1.14

The Standard on Assurance Engagements ASAE 3500 Performance Engagements requires
that an audit considers events up to the date of the report. To achieve this, when seeking
comments on the draft report, the Audit Office asked the ACT Electoral Commissioner to
inform it of any significant events affecting audit findings since fieldwork ceased.

2016 ACT Election
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2

PLANNING AND CONDUCTING THE 2016 ACT
ELECTION

2.1

This chapter examines the planning and conduct of the 2016 ACT election. This includes
consideration of Elections ACT’s approach to planning, project management, risk
management and staffing. Also examined in this chapter are facilities and materials,
lessons learned from the 2012 election, complaints from the 2016 election and findings
from market research on ACT elections, including for the 2016 election .

Summary
Key findings
Paragraph
For the 2016 election, Elections ACT achieved its performance targets for timely
announcement of the election result (7 days – target 14) and turnout as a
percentage of eligible elector population (88 per cent ‐ target 88 per cent) – the
highest rate of the last four elections; there has been an increase in formal voting
over time (98 per cent for 2016), the highest rate for any Legislative Assembly
election. Two targets were not achieved by a small margin; high level of voter
turnout as a percentage of enrolment (89 per cent – target 92) and increase voter
turnout at elections over time (89 per cent – highest level was in 2004 at 93 per
cent). Elections ACT has advised that meeting the 92 per cent target is challenging
due to the high percentage of eligible ACT citizens enrolled (99.8 per cent) and they
are reviewing these two targets.

2.15

Elections ACT has elements of its project management dispersed in various
documents. This may not have been a high risk in planning for and conducting the
2016 election due to the experience of staff. However, having a documented
framework that contains all the key elements, and/or explicit links to all elements,
of its project management in one document for the four years prior to an election
would mitigate risks if experienced staff were to leave Elections ACT.

2.21

Elections ACT’s Operational Plan, in effect an election policy and procedure guide,
while comprehensive in some sections is lacking in others. Also, parts are unclear as
to what information is applicable as information from earlier elections is included.
There is no evidence that this plan has been reviewed in its entirety. It needs to be
reviewed and renamed to reflect its content. Additionally, as there is no control
over who edits it and no approval process for edits, a document control process
needs to be implemented.

2.31
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Clarity, a project management tool, provided additional functionality to Elections
ACT (e.g. allocation of tasks to staff through Microsoft Outlook) over the Gantt
chart previously used. Clarity was sourced by Elections ACT on the basis of reducing
the risk of reliance on the corporate knowledge of long serving staff. However, it is
considered that this risk needs to be mitigated through having an election project
management plan, and/or the elements of such a plan that exist in Elections ACT
being explicitly linked.

2.38

Elections ACT maintains a number of risk registers, including strategic, election time
security and polling day, based on the ACT Insurance Authority’s risk template.
While there is a system for review some inconsistencies and deficiencies in
documented risks were found. While a reasonably foreseeable incident that
occurred in the 2016 election was managed appropriately the risk of it occurring
was not documented and therefore there were no mitigation strategies specific to
that risk. A periodic comprehensive review (this could be every two years) of
Elections ACT’s risk registers, in addition to the reviews that are already
undertaken, would strengthen its practices.

2.47

Elections ACT’s low staff turnover has advantages but it also poses risks,
particularly in a small organisation of nine people where the departure of one staff
member can have a significant effect. This risk is recognised by Elections ACT and is
documented in its strategic risk register. While controls include regular review of,
and update to, the Operational Plan and stable staffing within Elections ACT there
has not been a regular review of the Operational Plan in its entirety.

2.51

Elections ACT used a variety of strategies to address the problems, identified in the
report on the 2012 election, related to increasing temporary staffing (staffing
manager, materials manager, media manager and early voting manager). While
strategies overall were successful for these four positions, the training manager
position, also to be undertaken by a temporary employee, was not filled
successfully; their duties were absorbed by other staff and the planned review of
training material was completed by the Deputy Electoral Commissioner and the
Elections Operations Manager.

2.61

Elections ACT successfully recruited 767 casual staff for the 2016 election and
managed the risk of unforseen polling place staff absences by having 17 (2 per
cent) of casual staff available as replacement staff for polling day. Casual staff
performance was assessed and 98.2 per cent were found to be satisfactory or
suitable for promotion.

2.69

Elections ACT permanent and temporary staff undergo a police check but not
casual staff, who present a lower security risk. While a police check may not be
appropriate for casual staff it would be prudent for Elections ACT to explicitly

2.73
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examine risks they pose and identify if security information needs to be collected.
For example, security information could be collected from prospective casual staff
by requesting that they sign, as part of their employment, a declaration in response
to specific security questions. This approach would provide Elections ACT with
some assurance and facilitate mitigation measures being implemented, if required.
Elections ACT monitored casual staff’s completion of online training until the week
preceding the 2016 election. There was no requirement for casual staff to achieve a
predetermined level of competency prior to presenting for work on election day or
to answer all questions in a section correctly before completing the training.
Elections ACT is examining whether a minimum attainment rate is needed for
future elections.

2.80

A combination of online (767 casual staff) and face‐to‐face training (polling place
managers, officers in charge and seconds in charge) was provided to prepare casual
staff for their election duties. Due to there being no training manager, even though
attempts were made to secure one, three Elections ACT staff delivered 43 hours of
face‐to‐face training, primarily in the ten days prior to the election. Recruiting a
training manager in the lead up to future ACT elections (unsuccessful for the 2016
ACT election) would provide an identified resource to deliver face‐to‐face training
and monitor casual staff’s completion of online training, not possible in the week
prior to the 2016 ACT election due to the workload of the Elections ACT staff
involved.

2.84

A survey of ACT voters found that the public information campaign reached the
majority of those surveyed and that the information campaign was somewhat or
very useful. Additionally, satisfaction with Elections ACT’s website increased
significantly.

2.90

Elections ACT provided languages, based on evidence, additional to those required
by the ACT Government for election information brochures, electronic voting
screens and information sessions. This contributed to Elections ACT’s achievement
of its objective that the voters of the ACT know when the election is to be held,
where and when they can vote, how to vote and when a timely result is expected.

2.97

Elections ACT used information gathered from previous elections to identify the
number of ballot papers required for the 2016 ACT election at each polling place.
As ACT residents can vote at any polling place irrespective of what electorate they
are located in, every polling place was required to hold ballot papers for each
electorate. Due to the availability of historical information, and the ability to
address any shortages quickly because of the small size of the ACT, all voters were
accommodated in the 2016 ACT election.

2.101
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Officers in charge did not report any concerns over queues at the 80 polling places
for the ACT 2016 election. This occurred in an environment of increased voters,
changes to electorates and a high number of candidates in each electorate, e.g. one
electorate had 33 candidates and there was a total of over 140 candidates for the
five electorates.

2.105

There has been a significant increase in pre‐polling and electronic voting in ACT
elections; pre‐polling now accounts for 34 per cent of voting and electronic voting
accounts for 33 per cent. The majority of electronic votes (86 per cent) was cast
during the 14 day pre‐polling period. Electronic voting is only available on polling
day at those same 6 locations; this means that, on polling day, only 7.5 per cent of
polling places (6 of the 80) had electronic voting facilities.

2.112

There are restrictions on pre‐poll voting: the criteria that an elector needs to meet
to qualify and its geographical availability to electors. The restriction on electronic
voting is the availability of electronic voting infrastructure at polling places.

2.113

In discussing the increase in pre‐poll voting at the 2008 election, the Report on the
ACT Legislative Assembly Election 2008 (the Report) noted that there could be
advantages with pre‐polling through an associated increase in electronic voting:

2.117

Pre‐polling arrangements vary across Australian jurisdictions; no declaration is
required in Queensland, the Northern Territory or Western Australia. The ACT,
Victoria, Tasmania and the Commonwealth require a verbal declaration.

2.121

In the ACT pre‐polling is only available to an elector who makes a verbal declaration
indicating that they expect ‘… to be unable to attend a polling place on polling day;
or whose address is a suppressed address’. Many reasons could be given to justify
the first criterion, all at the discretion of an elector to define what constitutes being
‘unable to attend’. Given the breadth of interpretation possible to meet the first
criterion makes it impractical to enforce it is understandable that declarations are
not validated or tested by polling place staff. While the merits of pre‐polling are
debatable, given the impracticality of enforcing the criterion related to attending a
polling place, this criterion needs to be removed from the Electoral Act 1992.
Removing criterion one would negate the need for criterion two.

2.122

Elections ACT encourages electronic voting through making it available at all (six)
pre‐polling centres and facilitating voter use through providing support staff to
assist, e.g. with scanning barcodes; 86 per cent of pre‐poll votes are cast
electronically. Electronic voting is likely to increase if pre‐polling restrictions are
removed, however, given it was restricted on election day to six locations,
examining options for increasing its geographical availability seems warranted. It is
acknowledged that there are cost and logistical issues for establishing electronic

2.124
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voting other than for pre‐polling places. However, a strategy to identify
opportunities to foster an increase in its use is needed.
In preparing for the election, Elections ACT collated information on the number and
needs of electors at each residence and institution that was eligible for mobile
polling. However, analysis of the mobile polling schedule found that the time
allocated to each residence or institution could have more closely reflected the
information Elections ACT had collated. While there is no evidence that this
impacted on the conduct of mobile polling for the 2016 election, Elections ACT
could more effectively utilise its research findings in developing the schedule for
the 2020 election.

2.127

Elections ACT estimated the number of ballot papers required for the 2016 ACT
election using data from previous elections, while also taking into account the
increase in the number of electorates and the consequential change in electoral
boundaries. This process was effective with no polling place running out of ballot
papers.

2.132

In the 2016 ACT election security guards were hired to provide ballot paper security
on polling night due to insufficient space for the plastic tubs containing ballot
papers in the secure room and the risk of exceeding the floor loading limit if the
tubs were stacked in the secure room. Once removed from the plastic tubs, on the
day after polling day, the ballot papers were moved into the secure room, ready for
scanning.

2.135

The use of traditional paper ballot papers has significantly declined since 2001,
when 91 per cent of voters used a paper ballot, to 67 per cent in 2016. This
significant downward trend reflects the increase in electronic voting, despite
electronic voting being limited to six (7.5 per cent) polling places.

2.137

While notes were taken at Elections ACT’s lessons learned sessions, there was no
evidence of a procedure for tracking resulting actions. Elections ACT reported that
the notes are used as a basis for updating its Operational Plan and are reviewed in
detail during election planning meetings. Elections ACT reports that, where
necessary, identified improvements are added to the detailed election plan. A
lessons learned tracking document for the time between elections would reduce
the risk of needed actions not occurring. A simple procedure is needed to reduce
the risk of needed actions not occurring (e.g. highlighting actions in the notes then
removing this once completed and annually monitoring progress); this would
reduce the risk of an important improvement not being progressed.

2.140

Elections ACT conducts a lessons learned exercise and produces a report following
each election. These provide an opportunity to: identify improvements and retain

2.144
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effective practices; analyse changes in voting practices; and report to the
Legislative Assembly and the ACT public on costs, voting trends (political and non‐
political), innovations and recommendations for future elections.
The ‘100 metre rule’ is important in reinforcing the Hare‐Clark system, giving
priority to ensuring voters are free of an immediate influence that could affect their
vote. While it was the subject of complaints in the 2016 election, as it has also been
for previous elections, Elections ACT advised that most issues were addressed
quickly on election day and this did not take up significant resources. While it is
likely that the ‘100 metre rule’ will be the subject of complaints in future elections
its maintenance is important in reinforcing freedom from influence for voters.

2.152

Market research for the 2016 election found that, of voters surveyed, 89 per cent
were reached by Elections ACT’s public awareness campaign, 95 per cent thought
the voting instructions were very adequate or adequate, 78 per cent preferred to
vote electronically and 90 per cent of electronic voters found the electronic system
easy to use. Furthermore, 96 per cent of respondents were satisfied or very
satisfied with the voting experience.

2.156

Elections ACT used passwords to provide security for restricting the installation of
unauthorised eVACS® software. The passwords (from the 2012 election) identified
in eVACS® documentation did not meet ACT Government password security
requirements.

2.169

Elections ACT used outdated technology for creating a unique code (a hash) in
eVACS® and used physical controls to mitigate the risk of tampering. A more
modern, unique code is needed to remove reliance on physical controls. Also,
eVACS® could be improved through enforcement of the entering of a unique code
before data is transferred from the polling place server and scanning server to the
counting server. This was not being done and, instead, physical controls were used.

2.176

eLAPPS was used effectively for marking off the electoral roll during the 2016
election and for communication between officers in charge, polling area managers
and Elections ACT.

2.192

Checking voters’ names on eLAPPS and the regular synchronising of eLAPPS across
all polling places significantly limited the risk of a voter being able to vote multiple
times. Improved internet connections in 2016, and therefore eLAPPS
synchronisation, further reduced the risk of a voter voting more than once.
Following review of 142 apparent multiple voters ten were requested to provide an
explanation for appearing to have voted twice; at the time of reporting five had
provided explanations Elections ACT considered acceptable.

2.198
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At the 2016 ACT election the number of admitted declaration votes (0.1 per cent of
total votes) was the lowest in the ACT since the introduction of Hare‐Clark electoral
system in 1995. This may in part be due to the timing of the federal election, held
less than four months before the ACT election (on 2 July 2016), which followed
extensive advertising by the Australian Electoral Commission (AEC) to encourage
voters to update their enrolment. Also likely to contribute is the implementation of
the Federal Direct Enrolment and Direct Update program which allows the AEC to
directly enrol and update electors’ details based on information from other
government agencies (the ACT‘s electoral roll is prepared by the AEC through a
joint roll arrangement). Additionally, the process of turning the screen around for
electors to confirm their details when they were marked off the roll is likely to have
contributed to the low rate

2.207

The introduction of six additional collection points for receiving election materials
addressed weaknesses identified following the 2012 ACT election, however, a lack
of lighting at one of the collection points made the transfer of materials difficult.
While this did not compromise the security of ballot papers, to support the safe
and secure transfer of ballot papers, the location and suitability of collection points
for the 2020 election needs to include criteria for adequate lighting.

2.220

Elections ACT managed the security of ballot papers effectively for the 2016 ACT
election. This was through a number of processes during the various voting stages,
after the close of polling places on election day and overnight, during the counting
and scrutiny process and when in storage prior to the 2020 election.

2.231

Elections ACT was in the vanguard in introducing the electronic verification of
scanned ballot papers for the 2008 election. Its continued use means that manual
data entry continues to be unnecessary. The use of dual monitors, allowing
scrutineers to observe the verification process, assists in the transparency of the
process.

2.238

Elections ACT checked ballot papers which the scanning system identified as
unclear. Scrutineers from political parties were able to observe this process and
object at any time.

2.242

The 2016 ACT election result was announced by the Electoral Commissioner,
through a press release, to the ACT candidates and media on Saturday,
22 October 2016. The scanning of paper votes and the high percentage of
electronic votes contributed to the short time required. The result was formally
declared on 26 October, 11 days after polling day (15 October 2016).

2.245

Given that a Memorandum of Understanding was not finalised with ACT Property
Group for the 2016 election, and they have advised that providing accommodation

2.264
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for the 2020 election is likely to be more problematic, it is important that
accommodation arrangements be finalised well in advance (two years) of the 2020
election. If this does not occur, Elections ACT should seek assistance from the Head
of Service.
The number of first notices sent to non‐voters increased from 11 396 (5.0 per cent
of total enrolment) at the 2004 election to 23 069 (8.1 per cent of total enrolment)
at the 2016 election. The number of eligible electors that paid the penalty for not
voting also increased, from 1 953 (0.9 per cent) at the 2004 election to 4 250 (1.7
per cent) at the 2012 election. Data on the total number of electors that paid the
penalty for not voting following the 2016 election was not available at the time of
reporting (because the non‐voter process was not yet complete) but, in response to
the first notices that were sent, 3 333 (or 1.2 per cent) of eligible electors had paid
the fine. This number is expected to increase following second and third notices
being sent.

2.269

The ACT Electoral Act 1992 uses penalty units for all matters other than the
infringement notice fine for not voting and two offences that have prescribed
infringement amounts outlined in the Magistrates Court (Electoral Infringement
Notices) Regulation 2012. It is unclear why penalty units have not been adopted for
the purpose of issuing non‐voting fines. The use of a penalty unit as the basis for
the fine for not voting would allow for adjustments to occur incrementally and
according to when the ACT adjusts fines overall in penalty units.

2.275

Elections ACT’s Corporate Plan and Performance Measures
2.2

Organisations develop a range of plans to govern and guide their activities. A strategic
plan normally outlines the organisation’s key strategic goals, outcomes and outputs6 and is
often supported by performance measures. These measures, if they reflect the
key outcomes/outputs of an organisation, can be used as measures of effectiveness.

2.3

The Elections ACT Corporate Plan, 2013‐2017, includes its mission, vision, values, guiding
principles and three goals, each of which has at least two key result areas. The goals
relating to an ACT election are Goal 1, ‘To conduct high quality elections and referendums’
(key result area 1.1 Elections for the ACT Legislative Assembly) and Goal 3, ‘To support
high quality electoral services by effective management’ (with four key result areas).

6

Western Australian Government: https://publicsector.wa.gov.au/public‐administration/public‐sector‐
governance/good‐governance‐guide‐public‐sector‐agencies/principle‐2‐management‐and‐oversight Accessed 7
November 2016.
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2.4

Each year Elections ACT discusses the key result areas in its annual report and includes the
key matters that it will focus on in the coming year. Elections ACT Corporate Plan,
2013‐2017 meets the criteria of a strategic plan, as defined in paragraph 2.2.

2.5

Measuring and monitoring performance provides important information on an
organisation’s performance. This enables the organisation to:

2.6



evaluate and identify areas for improvement; and



report on its performance, providing transparency and accountability.

As identified in its Elections ACT Corporate Plan, 2013‐2017, Elections ACT reports in its
annual report under three goals:


elections and referendums;



information, education, advice and services; and



effective management.7

Information is included under each goal on objectives, measures, targets and outcomes.
2.7

7

Table 2‐1 shows Elections ACT’s performance measures under Goal 1, conducting
elections (and referendums).

ACT Electoral Commission Annual Report 2015‐16, p 6.
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Table 2‐1

Goal 1 – To conduct high quality elections and referendums

Objective

Measure

Target

Outcome

Timely finalisation of
election result of
Legislative Assembly.

Date of announcement
of election result.

<14 days from polling
day in an election year.

Achieved – 22 October
2016; formal declaration
on 26 October 2016.

High level of voter
turnout at ACT
elections.

Turn out as a percentage
of enrolment.

>92 per cent of
enrolment in an election
year.

89 per cent – not
achieved.

Turnout as a percentage
of eligible elector
population.

>88 per cent of eligible
elector population in an
election year.

88 per cent – achieved.

Participation rates.

Increase over time.

2001 – 91 per cent;

Increase voter turnout
at elections.

2004 – 93 per cent;
2008 – 90 per cent;
2012 – 89 per cent; and
2016 – 89 per cent.
Not achieved –
decreasing over time.

Increase formal voting
at elections.

Formal voting rates.

Increase over time.

2001 ‐ 96 per cent;
2004 ‐ 97 per cent;
2008 ‐ 96 per cent;
2012 ‐ 97 per cent; and
2016 ‐ 98 per cent.
Achieved – increasing
over time.

Source:

ACT Electoral Commission Annual Report 2015‐16 and 2016 election data.

2.8

In relation to the 2016 ACT election, Goal 1, Elections ACT:

2.9
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achieved its targets for three measures (timely finalisation of the election, turnout as
a percentage of eligible elector population and formal voting rates); but



did not achieve its targets for two measures (turnout as a percentage of enrolment
and participation rates). While these measures use the same data the different
targets for each result from different aims; one to achieve a turnout of percentage of
enrolment of greater than 92 per cent and the other to increase participation rates
over time.

The election result was finalised on Saturday, 22 October, one week after polling day.
Given that postal votes are accepted up until the Friday after polling day, Saturday
22 October represented the earliest possible day after the close of postal votes that the
result could have been finalised. The formal declaration of the result occurred eleven days
after polling day, on Wednesday 26 October 2016, which is within the fourteen day target.
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2.10

For the 2016 election, Elections ACT met statutory deadlines for closing the party register
(1 July); closing the electoral rolls (16 September); opening and closing nominations (8 and
21 September); opening and closing pre‐poll voting (27 September and 8pm
14 October); opening and closing postal vote applications (27 September and
15 October); and opening and closing the polling places on polling day (8am and 6pm).

2.11

As at 30 September 2016 the ACT had 99.8 per cent of voters enrolled, the highest of any
jurisdiction in Australia. This compares favourably with the national figure of 95.4 per cent.
The high rate of eligible electors enrolled to vote in the ACT at that date may have been
due to the activities of the Australian Electoral Commission8 to increase enrolment prior to
the federal election on 2 July 2016.

2.12

The measure of turnout as a percentage of enrolled voters, 89 per cent, is lower than the
92 per cent target. Elections ACT advised that, as the percentage of enrolled voters
increased to close to 100 per cent of eligible citizens in 2016 (99.8 per cent), the measure
of turnout as a percentage of enrolled voters becomes more challenging to achieve and so
it intends reviewing the appropriateness of this measure. The participation rate (as a
measure of voter turnout) in ACT elections improved by six per cent (to 89 per cent) in the
2016 election compared to the 2012 election (83 per cent), the lowest rate since 2001 (it
is trending down slightly). Turnout as a percentage of eligible elector population (88 per
cent) met the target and increased from the 2012 election (84 per cent) – resulting in the
highest turnout of the last four elections when measured in this way.

2.13

Table 2‐2 shows measures under Goal 3, Effective management to support high quality
electoral services (Goal 2, information, education, advice and services was not within the
scope of this audit).

8

The Australian Electoral Commission maintains a joint electoral roll for Commonwealth and ACT purposes under the
ACT ‐ Commonwealth joint roll arrangements. The Federal Direct Enrolment and Direct Update program, resulting from
2012 changes to the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918, allows the Australian Electoral Commission to update the (joint)
roll on the basis of information from other sources. These include agencies such as Centrelink and databases such as
those used for drivers’ licences. Once the individual’s eligibility to vote has been checked the Australian Electoral
Commission writes to the elector, relying on the elector responding if the updated information is incorrect. According to
Elections ACT this significant change ‘appears to have led to improvements in the accuracy and completeness of the roll
in the ACT’.
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Table 2‐2

Goal 3 – Effective management to support high quality electoral services

Objective

Measure

Target

Outcome

Manage costs within
budget allocations.

Budget met.

Expenditure within
allocation.

Operating result was a
deficit of $0.046 million
for 2015‐16 (noting the
budgeted operating
result was a deficit of
$0.294 million).

Maintain high staff
satisfaction.

Performance
management feedback.

High staff satisfaction.

Staff satisfaction not
formally measured in
2015‐16.

Manage and improve
ICT business systems.

Absence of ICT business
systems failures.

No ICT business systems
failures.

No ICT business systems
failures were identified.

Source:

ACT Electoral Commission Annual Report 2015‐16.

2.14

Elections ACT’s performance reporting on ‘effective management’ for the 2015‐16 year
provided information on two of three measures—manage costs within budget allocations
and manage and improve ICT business systems. The financial operating result was lower
than budgeted and no ICT business system failures were identified meaning both targets
were met. No staff satisfaction measurement was conducted in 2015‐16 as the small
number of staff employed at that time did not permit the conduct of an anonymous staff
survey. However, a survey conducted in November 2016 found that 86 per cent of staff
surveyed thought that Elections ACT was a ‘truly great place to work’.

2.15

For the 2016 election, Elections ACT achieved its performance targets for timely
announcement of the election result (7 days – target 14) and turnout as a percentage of
eligible elector population (88 per cent ‐ target 88 per cent) – the highest rate of the last
four elections; there has been an increase in formal voting over time (98 per cent for
2016), the highest rate for any Legislative Assembly election. Two targets were not
achieved by a small margin; high level of voter turnout as a percentage of enrolment (89
per cent – target 92) and increase voter turnout at elections over time (89 per cent –
highest level was in 2004 at 93 per cent). Elections ACT has advised that meeting the 92
per cent target is challenging due to the high percentage of eligible ACT citizens enrolled
(99.8 per cent) and they are reviewing these two targets.

Election project management framework
2.16
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An ACT election is a large and very significant project which requires work over several
years. It had been anticipated that Elections ACT would have a document where all
elements of an election project management plan were available for the four years
leading up to an election. However, this was not the case as Elections ACT has the
elements of an election project management plan in a number of documents; these are
not integrated or available in one location.
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2.17

Table 2‐3 shows a comparison of the key elements of a project management plan and
Elections ACT’s material.

Table 2‐3

Key elements of a project management plan

Key elements of a project
management plan

Elections ACT material

Organisation structure

Organisation chart is included in Elections ACT’s annual report.
Elections ACT also prepare an organisational chart for the
election period.

Roles and responsibilities

The ACT Electoral Commission Governance Framework provides
high level roles and responsibilities for staff. Staff are allocated
individual tasks using the project management tool (Clarity).

Governance structure

The ACT Electoral Commission Governance Framework provides
a governance structure for Elections ACT as a whole.

Schedules and dependencies
management

Elections ACT’s project management tool provides start and end
dates for individual and groups of tasks. However, dependencies
are not clearly outlined.

Financial management

Financial Management for Elections ACT is documented in the
Chief Executive Financial Instructions, which cover all financial
matters. Specific budgets are prepared for each election, along
with budget bids where funding is required.

Risk management

Risk management plans for Elections ACT as a whole and for
each election are maintained and monitored.

Issues management

Elections ACT had issues registers for ICT projects, but not for
the election as a whole. A complaints register was maintained
recording issues raised externally.

Quality management

Elections ACT report against statutory based key performance
measures, but they do not have a quality management
framework.

Resource management

Resource management is facilitated thought TIGER. Reports are
generated through TIGER to determine the number of staff
required for each polling place and the quantity of materials
needed (pencils, ballot papers, ballot paper boxes etc).

Stakeholder management

Strategies for communications with key stakeholders such as the
speaker, candidates and members of the public.

Communications plan

The elector information campaign has planning documentation
for advertising campaigns, social media campaigns and mail
outs.

Lessons learned

A lessons learned session is conducted and notes are taken.
There is no formalised procedure showing the implementation
of lessons learned in subsequent planning.

Source:

Audit Office

2.18

As evident from Table 2‐3, roles and responsibilities, organisational structure, governance
structure, risk management and lessons learned are available in several documents (e.g.
duty statements, annual reports, staff induction packages) but not in a single document
that provides this information or links to this information.
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2.19

Having a framework that either presents or links details of key activities required in each
of the four years prior to an election, with target dates and either incorporating or
explicitly linking roles and responsibilities, would reduce the risk that milestones were
missed. In the 2016 ACT election, Elections ACT’s access to staff with significant election
experience is likely to have mitigated this risk. Importantly, this framework could provide a
mechanism to ensure that: for example, analysis of information technology occurred
within sufficient time to allow changes to be implemented and, if required, to secure
resources; and a Memorandum of Understanding for accommodation is finalised well in
advance of the election.

2.20

Clarity, an electronic system used to assist in managing tasks for the 2016 election, is a
project management tool but it is not considered to be a project management plan or
framework. Clarity is discussed in paragraphs 2.32 to 2.38.

2.21

Elections ACT has elements of its project management dispersed in various documents.
This may not have been a high risk in planning for and conducting the 2016 election due to
the experience of staff. However, having a documented framework that contains all the
key elements, and/or explicit links to all elements, of its project management in one
document for the four years prior to an election would mitigate risks if experienced staff
were to leave Elections ACT.
RECOMMENDATION 1

PLANNING

Elections ACT should enhance its planning by:
a)

developing a project management framework and/or explicitly linking its project
management elements for the four years prior to an election;

Policy and procedural guidance
2.22

Elections ACT has developed an Operational Plan which includes policies and procedures.
Importantly, the Operational Plan references the Electoral Act 1992 throughout and
thereby links its policies and procedures with its legislated mandate. While called a plan it
is more appropriately described as an election policy and procedure guide.

2.23

The Operational Plan is accessed through the Information Gateway to Electoral Resources
(TIGER), a suite of access databases.9 This allows Elections ACT staff to use one portal,
TIGER, to access election information.

2.24

Table 2‐4 shows the Operational Plan sections and headings for each section relevant to
ACT Legislative Assembly elections, not including those related to information technology.

9

TIGER provides access to information on areas such as: the ACT electoral roll; polling places; staffing for elections; non‐
voters; parties and candidate registration and disclosure; votes estimated, counted and scanned; and postal voting. This
enables staff to access a variety of information through one entry point.
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Table 2‐4

Operational Plan sections and headings relevant to ACT Legislative
Assembly elections

Sections ‐ each divided into headings

Headings

Elections and Referendums for the ACT Legislative Assembly

Forms

Materials

Finance

Information campaign

Staff

Nominations

Record keeping

Complaints

Evaluation

Ballot papers and bar codes

Performance measures

Electoral rolls

Fraud prevention

Polling
Scrutiny and election results
Non‐voters
Multiple voters
Election reporting
Casual vacancies
Source:

Audit Office, based on Elections ACT’s Operational Plan

2.25

As indicated by the sections and headings shown in Table 2‐4, the Operational Plan is a
series of discrete information sections on aspects of an election; it is not a plan for
programming the delivery of actions to deliver an election. Furthermore, analysis of each
of the 13 sections in the Operational Plan found that some:


information is from earlier elections and it is not always clear if this information is still
applicable;



sections provide all necessary information for that aspect of the election while other
areas refer to separate manuals, not available through TIGER; and



important information is missing, for example fraud prevention under multiple voters
states ‘need something here’.

2.26

A specific example of a problem with the Operational Plan is illustrated in examining
staffing requirements for an ACT election. Some areas of the plan provide details on
staffing required in a discrete section but staffing information is also interspersed
throughout non‐staffing information.

2.27

Furthermore, analysis of the Operational Plan, with respect to staffing, shows that it
includes information that is unnecessary (e.g. a reference to the period of time the
materials manager was employed for the 2004 election); out of date (e.g. references to
processes adopted for the 2004 and 2008 elections); and vague and non‐specific with
respect to number of staff, hours per day and number of days or weeks required (e.g. the
Certified lists and scanning section which states that casual staff will need to be hired to
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perform the imaging and loading of laptops computers once the rolls close but does not
give an indication of how many staff or period of time).
2.28

Some sections of the Operational Plan are detailed and accurate. For example, section
1.1.3.4.1, Elections ACT Inquiry Team, specifies the role and makeup of the team, the time
during which they should be employed and the hours they should work each day; section
1.1.3.4.2 includes details for the Canberra Connect call centre; and the Materials section,
1.1.2, includes information on the manager to be appointed.

2.29

A procedure relating to materials, the 2016 Materials Collection Policy version 0.4 (draft),
labelled as a policy, would have been more appropriately included in the Operational Plan.
It was kept on Elections ACT’s shared drive, located in Materials Collection. While called a
policy this was an important description of the operation of collection points and
subsequent delivery of materials to Eclipse House for ballot paper scrutiny.

2.30

All staff that have access to the Operational Plan are able to edit it; this was 16 staff over
the 2016 election. Editing occurred at various times, was performed by various staff and
there was no approval process for adding or modifying information; i.e. there was no
document control.

2.31

Elections ACT’s Operational Plan, in effect an election policy and procedure guide, while
comprehensive in some sections is lacking in others. Also, parts are unclear as to what
information is applicable as information from earlier elections is included. There is no
evidence that this plan has been reviewed in its entirety. It needs to be reviewed and
renamed to reflect its content. Additionally, as there is no control over who edits it and no
approval process for edits, a document control process needs to be implemented.
RECOMMENDATION 1

PLANNING

Elections ACT should enhance its planning by:
b) reviewing its Operational Plan and developing a control process for maintaining the
integrity of its content;

Project management tool
2.32
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A project management tool can be used to assist staff in managing tasks on time. Clarity
was the project management tool used by Elections ACT to assist in managing tasks for the
2016 ACT election. It provided:


each user with a unique view of their responsibilities;



executive dashboard reporting including an interactive calendar; and



managers with the ability to review email and instant message notifications of the
status of tasks.
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2.33

Elections ACT obtained Clarity through an eight year contract (August 2013 to 2021) at a
cost of $101,900: $29,600 for the licence upon signing the contract, $39,900 upon
conclusion of implementation and training, and four annual payments of $8,100 (adjusted
for CPI) four, five, six and seven years after conclusion of implementation.

2.34

In the documentation for the ‘single select’ procurement process Elections ACT stated that,
prior to implementing Clarity:
Elections ACT … use(d) a basic Gantt chart formulated through Microsoft Project to
ensure all Legislative Assembly preparation tasks (were) known, planned and
eventually performed. This (was) election planning at its most basic. It involve(d)
monthly or fortnightly staff meetings, and self management to ensure all tasks (were)
performed on time.

2.35

The previous ‘basic project management structure’ was identified by Elections ACT as a
risk in April 2013, with respect to managing ACT elections. It was noted that this structure
was, to a certain extent, reliant on the experience of Elections ACT staff to identify the
tasks required and when they should be completed. It was put by Elections ACT at that
time that Clarity would provide a tool that would address its reliance on the corporate
knowledge of long serving staff.

2.36

Elections ACT’s use of Clarity for the 2016 ACT election consisted of: Microsoft Outlook
linked reminders on tasks that were set by the administrator and regular all staff, project
management meetings, using a print out of Clarity, in which all tasks were discussed. The
meetings were held in July and August 2015 (full day) and December 2015, May, early and
late June, July, August and September 2016. Staff meetings were held on weeks in
between to discuss particular matters and tasks.

2.37

Elections ACT staff took a print out of Clarity (over nine A3 pages) to meetings which
showed: the task, e.g. review which polling places to use; percentage complete; start date;
end date; and resources (the name(s) of the person, or people, responsible). As well as the
percentage completed of each task the Clarity print out also showed the percentage
completed of each overarching task, e.g. accommodation and the percentage complete of
the 2016 ACT election. At the July 2016 meeting it was observed that tasks, not previously
identified, were being added to the list.

2.38

Clarity, a project management tool, provided additional functionality to Elections ACT (e.g.
allocation of tasks to staff through Microsoft Outlook) over the Gantt chart previously
used. Clarity was sourced by Elections ACT on the basis of reducing the risk of reliance on
the corporate knowledge of long serving staff. However, it is considered that this risk
needs to be mitigated through having an election project management plan, and/or the
elements of such a plan that exist in Elections ACT being explicitly linked.
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Risk management
2.39

Risk management is a fundamental part of planning and conducting ACT elections. It:
… comprises the activities and actions taken to ensure that an organisation is
conscious of the risks it faces, makes informed decisions in managing these risks, and
identifies and harnesses potential opportunities.10

2.40

Elections ACT’s risk management arrangements are broadly described in the ACT Electoral
Commission Governance Framework (the Framework).11 The risk management section of
the Framework states that:
(r)isk assessment and management is an integral part of the Commission’s
governance processes and systems. It underpins each of the components of the
Commission’s governance mechanisms including strategic and operational planning,
business improvement initiatives, decision‐making, review and compliance processes.

2.41

The Framework12 establishes that:
In accordance with the ACT Government Risk Management Policy and Framework, the
Commission has a Risk Register in place to ensure there are processes for identifying
risks, assessing opportunities to improve performance and ensure appropriate actions
are taken to avoid or reduce the chance of loss. The Commission Risk Register is
reviewed quarterly by the Commission in accordance with the AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009
risk management standard.

2.42

‘Risk management plan and security plan’ are a standing item on the Electoral Commission
meeting agendas. The Commission Chair and part time Commissioner advised that the
Elections ACT risk registers are emailed to them prior to each Commission meeting where
they are then discussed on an exceptions basis. An examination of the notes from the
Commission meetings for 2015 and 2016, leading up the 2016 election, showed that risks
to the successful conduct of the election were discussed on an exceptions basis.
Furthermore, each of the risk registers were reviewed or, in the case of the work health
and safety risk register, developed prior to the 2016 election.

Risk registers maintained by the Electoral Commission
2.43

Elections ACT maintains five risk registers specific to:


strategic risks;



election time security;



polling day;



the virtual tally room; and

10

Commonwealth Department of Finance, Better Practice Guide—Risk Management, June 2008, p. 5.
The Framework outlines Elections ACT’s legislative framework, governance structure and governance arrangements
which include its risk management, security and business continuity arrangements.
12
The Framework identifies the Deputy Electoral Commissioner as the staff member responsible for maintaining the
risk register.
11
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2.44

work health and safety.

These risk registers are based on the ACT Insurance Authority’s template, which provides:
a description of the risk; risk consequences; risk owners; current controls to reduce
the occurrence of the risk; and numerical risk ratings. The risk register template also
provides for additional controls to be documented and revised numerical risk ratings
following their implementation.

2.45

The use of the ACT Insurance Authority’s risk register template allows Elections ACT to
identify risks to the achievement of its objectives and to establish effective arrangements
for the management of those risks. However, inconsistencies and deficiencies in
documenting risks and key controls were observed, including:


the inclusion of controls that do not, in all occurrences, address the identified risk, for
example the ‘task is only for one day’. While, for some listed items this reduces the
likelihood of the risk being realised, which would be reflected in the numerical risk
rating, it does not constitute a control;



the re‐assessment of residual risk based on the exploration of, or discussion around,
additional controls, as opposed to the implementation of those controls;



differences in the extent to which risks to the achievement of Elections ACT’s
objectives have been explored. Many risks have been identified in relation to
occupational health and safety including, for example ‘thermal comfort’, that would
pose minimal risk to the agency, while the risk of hazardous material being placed in a
return electoral postal vote was not identified and could have been foreseen; and



risks and potential impacts that have not been fully documented. For example, there
were risks in the polling day register such as ‘fatigue’ and ‘exposure to allergens’ for
which the potential impact on Elections ACT had not been documented.

2.46

An example of a risk that had not been identified in an Elections ACT risk register occurred
during the conduct of the 2016 election. A suspicious material was found inside two postal
vote reply paid envelopes, posted through Australia Post to Elections ACT. The staff
member that found the material contained it and advised the Deputy Commissioner who
contacted the Australian Federal Police. Testing conducted found that the material was
not hazardous; however, the risk of a potentially hazardous material being found in the
mail had not been identified as a risk in Elections ACT’s risk registers. While this incident
was managed appropriately it would have been reasonably foreseeable and could have
been recorded as a risk by Elections ACT prior to the 2016 election.

2.47

Elections ACT maintains a number of risk registers, including strategic, election time
security and polling day, based on the ACT Insurance Authority’s risk template. While
there is a system for review some inconsistencies and deficiencies in documented risks
were found. While a reasonably foreseeable incident that occurred in the 2016 election
was managed appropriately the risk of it occurring was not documented and therefore
there were no mitigation strategies specific to that risk. A periodic comprehensive review
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(this could be every two years) of Elections ACT’s risk registers, in addition to the reviews
that are already undertaken, would strengthen its practices.

Reliance on staff risk
2.48

Elections ACT has a low (permanent) staff turnover compared with the rest of the ACT
Public Sector; for example the Electoral Commissioner has been in that position for 22
years, the Deputy Electoral Commissioner has worked for Elections ACT for over 15 years,
having become Deputy Commissioner in 2015, the Funding and Disclosure Manager has
been with Elections ACT since 1997 and one of the two Education and Information Officers
and the Postal Voting Manager have been with Elections ACT since 2008. The average
length of service for Elections ACT staff is significantly higher than for the ACT Public
Sector and time served is trending up; refer to Table 2‐5.

Table 2‐5

Average length of service – Elections ACT staff
2011‐12

Elections ACT
ACT Public Sector

2012‐13

2013‐14

2014‐15

12.7

13.2

8.9

15.3

8.4

8.4

6.9

8.7

Source:

Elections ACT’s annual reports and ACT State of the Service report

2.49

The risk in relation to potential loss of staff and experience is recognised by Elections ACT
and is documented in its strategic risk register. Controls include: regular review of, and
update to, the Operational Plan; stable staffing within Elections ACT; at least two staff
being aware of each project status; having a pool of skilled, experienced, temporary
employees to support peak periods; good working relationships with other Electoral
Commissions; and succession planning. While these controls may be adequate, as
assessed by Elections ACT, the review of, and update to, the Operational Plan has not
occurred and stable staffing is not a control for ‘potential loss of key staff and experience’.

2.50

As part of managing the risk of loss of experienced staff, staff with significant electoral
experience were employed as temporary staff (under the Public Service Management Act
1994) for the 2016 ACT election; these included the Media and Complaints Officer
(previously the ACT Deputy Electoral Commissioner), the ICT database manager (elections
experience since 1997) and the Materials Manager (assistant Materials Manager in 2012).

2.51

Elections ACT’s low staff turnover has advantages but it also poses risks, particularly in a
small organisation of nine people where the departure of one staff member can have a
significant effect. This risk is recognised by Elections ACT and is documented in its strategic
risk register. While controls include regular review of, and update to, the Operational Plan
and stable staffing within Elections ACT there has not been a regular review of the
Operational Plan in its entirety.
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RECOMMENDATION 1

PLANNING

Elections ACT should enhance its planning by:
c)

developing a periodic comprehensive review (this could be every two years) of its risk
registers (in addition to the system of reviews already undertaken);

Staffing resources
2.52

Staff are a key resource in conducting an ACT election; the correct number at the right
time with the appropriate skills, effectively trained, deployed in the correct places with
effective supervision and support. Importantly, to achieve this for the conduct of the 2016
election, a very high number of staff additional to the nine permanent Elections ACT staff
was required.

2.53

The nine permanent employees in Elections ACT, employed under the Public Service
Management Act 1994, are responsible for the day to day running of Elections ACT. Nine
temporary staff were engaged under contract under the Public Sector Management Act
1994 and 767 casual staff were employed under the Electoral Act 1992, section 32.13, 14
While most of these staff were employed only for the period of the election some,
employed as temporary staff under the Public Sector Management Act 1994, commenced
earlier in 2016 and worked for a short time after the election.

2.54

For the 2016 ACT election, the total cost of nine temporary staff, employed under the
Public Sector Management Act 1994, was $534 036 and for 767 casual staff, employed
under the Electoral Act 1992, was $912 957.

Temporary staff
2.55

Temporary staff were employed to provide the increased resources required over the
eight months prior to, and immediately after, the 2016 ACT election. As at 25 August 2016
there were 18 staff listed under Elections ACT in the government directory; there are
usually nine. This had decreased to 12 as at 5 December 2016.

2.56

Temporary staff perform longer term tasks and projects required for the conduct of ACT
elections, including: education and information; media and complaints; database
management; ICT business systems; elections operations; elections materials; postal
voting; staffing; training; and miscellaneous projects.

13
14

Electoral Act 1992, section 32, Temporary staff and consultants.
Elections ACT website: http://www.elections.act.gov.au/about_us/who_are_we Accessed 6 June 2016
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2.57

Elections ACT’s Report on the ACT Legislative Assembly election 201215 identified that
there would be a benefit in employing ‘key staff’ (staffing manager, materials manager,
media manager and early voting manager) earlier for the 2016 ACT election.

2.58

Table 2‐6 shows that, other than the staffing manager, the staff in those positions
commenced earlier for the 2016 election than for the 2012 election.

Table 2‐6

Commencement dates for key temporary contract staff for the 2016
election

Position

Starting date 2012

Starting date 2016

Staffing manager

July

13 July

Materials manager

July

4 January*

Media manager

2 July

27 April

Early voting manager (Elections operation officer – 2016)

July

13 April**

Source:

Audit Office analysis of Elections ACT information.
*

While the Materials Manager was not in this role continuously (11 March to 28 April) from this date they commenced
duties significantly before July.

** The person appointed to this position was unable to commence earlier due to planned leave.

2.59

Recruitment for an Elections ACT ICT business systems officer was commenced in January
2016 and an officer commenced on a six month contract on 11 April 2016. The officer left
on 22 July 2016 due to circumstances unrelated to Elections ACT. Their duties16 were
absorbed by the Deputy Commissioner and Elections Operations Manager.

2.60

In May 2016 Elections ACT conducted a recruitment process for a training manager, who
was to review the training materials and provide training to the casual staff employed for
the election. However, the candidate deemed suitable did not accept the position and
consequently the Deputy Commissioner, Elections Operations Manager, Database
Manager and Elections Operations Officer provided the training.

2.61

Elections ACT used a variety of strategies to address the problems, identified in the report
on the 2012 election, related to increasing temporary staffing (staffing manager, materials
manager, media manager and early voting manager). While strategies overall were
successful for these four positions, the training manager position, also to be undertaken
by a temporary employee, was not filled successfully; their duties were absorbed by other
staff and the planned review of training material was completed by the Deputy Electoral
Commissioner and the Elections Operations Manager.

15

Elections ACT: Report on the ACT Legislative Assembly election 2012, July 2013.
ICT and database manager duties: creating detailed test plans; conducting extensive testing, including UAT and end‐
to‐end testing of Elections ACT’s ICT election systems; liaising with ICT service providers and contractors to coordinate
testing activities, resolving system defects and implementing the ICT election systems in preparation for an ACT election.

16
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Casual staff
2.62

Prospective casual staff to be employed under the Electoral Act 1992 were able to register
interest in working during the 2016 election on the Elections ACT website. Registration is
available continuously which allows people to register at any time. This increases the
likelihood of having sufficient staff available for ACT elections.

2.63

The planning for staffing for the 2016 election was commenced by the Staffing Manager
when appointed in July 2016. In order to manage employment of casuals under the
Electoral Act 1992 Elections ACT relied on the 2016 Election Staffing Project Plan, Clarity,
the Electoral Act Staffing Information database and the Operational Plan.

2.64

The Electoral Act Staffing Information database (part of TIGER) contains details of casual
staff from previous ACT elections and those staff who registered their interest since that
time. The database was used to identify potential staff and to allocate staff to polling
places and other election work areas. It relied on information in the Database of Polling
Place Information and on vote estimates available in the database of Votes Estimated,
Counted, Scanned (part of TIGER).

2.65

Casual staff employed under the Electoral Act 1992 fulfiled roles in: bilingual education;
voting inquiries; postal voting; pre‐poll voting; mobile voting; polling day polling place
voting (officers in charge, seconds in charge, polling place officials and polling area
managers); and scrutiny and counting of votes.

2.66

In pre‐polling, mobile polling and on election day casual staff are supervised by the officer
in charge. Prior to election day the officer in charge is supported by Elections ACT
headquarters through messages on eLAPPS or phone calls. On election day the officer in
charge is supported by the polling area manager who is able to respond to calls directly
from the officer in charge or referral from Elections ACT headquarters. Direct support
from Elections ACT headquarters continues during election day. During pre‐polling casual
staff are assessed by the officers in charge and shifts during pre‐polling and on election
day are distributed to those staff on the basis of their performance.

2.67

Elections ACT successfully recruited 767 casual staff for the 2016 election. Seventeen, two
per cent of these, were recruited and trained as polling place officials to replace staff
unable to attend on polling day, due to unforeseen circumstances. This is considered
appropriate as a lack of staff could result in increased queuing times for voters and
additional duties for staff present on the day with an increased likelihood of those duties
not being completed effectively.

2.68

Polling areas managers and officers were tasked with rating their staff as suitable for
promotion, satisfactory or unsatisfactory. Of the staff that were rated, 98.2 per cent were
rated as either suitable for promotion or satisfactory. Where staff ratings were completed
during the pre‐poll period, this information was used by Elections ACT in rostering staff in
the lead up to, and on, election day. This information will also inform recruitment for the
2020 election.
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2.69

Elections ACT successfully recruited 767 casual staff for the 2016 election and managed
the risk of unforseen polling place staff absences by having 17 (2 per cent) of casual staff
available as replacement staff for polling day. Casual staff performance was assessed and
98.2 per cent were found to be satisfactory or suitable for promotion.

Staff security screening
2.70

All Elections ACT staff (permanent, temporary or casual) are obliged to accept the general
obligations of public service employees. Permanent and temporary staff are required to
undergo a police check as a condition of employment. Casual staff are required to sign an
acknowledgement of confidentiality, political neutrality and other employment obligations.

2.71

Casual election staff are employed under the Electoral Act 1992; to be employed for the
2016 election they needed to accept the Elections ACT 2016 Terms and conditions of
employment. These terms and conditions oblige casual election staff to accept the general
obligations of public employees which require them, for example, to: act impartially, with
probity; not unlawfully coerce a member of the public or another public employee;
disclose conflicts of interest and take reasonable action to avoid them. Additionally,
Elections ACT advised that casual election staff employed under the Electoral Act 1992 are
advised, as part of their training, that they are to abide by the ACT Public Service Code of
Ethics, which includes the same obligations.

2.72

The Australian Electoral Commission, for the 2016 Federal election, required that their
permanent and contracted staff undergo a baseline security clearance at a minimum; a
higher level may have been be requested depending on the information to which they
have access. Temporary election staff were required to successfully complete a police
check if they: had supervisory responsibilities; had access to Australian Electoral
Commission’s information holdings; or were involved with mobile polling. This contrasts
with requirements for casual election staff employed by Elections ACT.

2.73

Elections ACT permanent and temporary staff undergo a police check but not casual staff,
who present a lower security risk. While a police check may not be appropriate for casual
staff it would be prudent for Elections ACT to explicitly examine risks they pose and
identify if security information needs to be collected. For example, security information
could be collected from prospective casual staff by requesting that they sign, as part of
their employment, a declaration in response to specific security questions. This approach
would provide Elections ACT with some assurance and facilitate mitigation measures being
implemented, if required.
RECOMMENDATION 2

SECURITY

Elections ACT should assess the security risk posed by casual staff working on ACT
elections and, if appropriate, implement a mitigation measure.
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Training staff
2.74

All staff employed to work on the 2016 ACT Election completed training specific to their
position. Online training was done by all staff; face‐to‐face training was a requirement, as
a condition of their employment, for polling area managers, officers in charge, seconds in
charge, pre‐poll voting officers in charge, mobile polling staff and bi‐lingual educators.

2.75

Training for casual staff was of particular importance as a very large number of people
needed to be trained in a very short time.

Online training for casual staff
2.76

Elections ACT developed online training packages which were designed to take the large
number of casual staff, 767 for the 2016 election, through their duties to prepare them for
the election.

2.77

Elections ACT was able to monitor, through the online training software, the completion
of online training by staff. This included the results obtained and the questions in which
errors were recorded. This provided Elections ACT with the ability to request, as occurred
prior to the 2016 election, a staff member to redo the training in order to improve their
result. However, three other staff members achieved less than 50 per cent on the online
test and were not asked to re‐sit as they had completed the test very close to the election
and timing prohibited a re‐sit. The median attainment rate for the online training was high
(86 per cent). For the 2020 election, Elections ACT is exploring the inclusion of a minimum
training attainment rate in the terms and conditions of employment for casual staff.

2.78

Assessment of online training provided for officers in charge showed that the training
could be completed over a number of log ins; this provided flexibility, an advantage for
casual staff who may have other demands on their time. However, there was no
requirement to answer all questions in a section correctly before progressing to the next
section or a requirement to redo questions answered incorrectly. If questions were
answered incorrectly the system displayed the correct answer and provided an
explanation. The last section on packaging and returning of material was not specific to
the officer in charge.

2.79

Staff feedback on online training was mostly positive. One respondent commented that it
was the best online training they had done in preparation for any federal, state or local
government election. Staff also highlighted opportunities for improvement that Elections
ACT could explore in preparation for the 2020 election.

2.80

Elections ACT monitored casual staff’s completion of online training until the week
preceding the 2016 election. There was no requirement for casual staff to achieve a
predetermined level of competency prior to presenting for work on election day or to
answer all questions in a section correctly before completing the training. Elections ACT is
examining whether a minimum attainment rate is needed for future elections.
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Face‐to‐face training for casual staff
2.81

Face‐to‐face training was held just prior to each category of casual staff commencing their
duties e.g. pre‐poll staff on the Friday before pre‐polling commenced; mobile polling staff
on the Saturday before mobile polling began; and election day staff in the week and a half
prior to the election. Officers in charge collected their materials, including ballot papers,
when they attended training.

2.82

To accommodate the regular work requirements of casual election staff (many of whom
had full time jobs) training sessions were held in the evening or on weekends (refer to
Table 2‐7). In the absence of an Elections ACT training manager, three Elections ACT staff
conducted a total of 43 hours of face‐to‐face training with one staff member being
responsible for conducting half the training. Forty two hours of training were conducted
outside standard working hours and, of these, 38 hours of training were conducted in the
10 days prior to the election.

Table 2‐7

Training sessions for pre‐poll staff, mobile teams, officers in charge and
seconds in charge

Date

Staff group

Duration ‐ hours

Trainer position

20 September 2016

Pre‐poll staff

5

Elections operations manager

5 October 2016

Seconds in charge

3

Elections operations manager and
Elections operations officer

6 October 2016

Officers in charge

3

Deputy Commissioner

6 October 2016

Seconds in charge

3

Elections operations officer

7 October 2016

Seconds in charge

3

Elections operations manager

8 October 2016

Seconds in charge

3

Elections operations manager

8 October 2016

Officers in charge

3

Deputy Commissioner

8 October 2016

Mobile teams

2

Elections operations manager and
Elections operations officer

10 October 2016

Officers in charge

3

Deputy Commissioner

11 October 2016

Officers in charge

4

Elections operations manager

11 October 2016

Seconds in charge

3

Elections operations officer

12 October 2016

Officers in charge

3

Elections operations manager

Source:

Elections ACT

2.83

The results of a casual staff survey conducted after the election found that 80 per cent of
officers in charge and seconds in charge thought the face‐to‐face training was effective or
very effective and only one respondent rated the face‐to‐face training not effective.
Ninety two per cent of officers in charge and seconds in charge reported that, overall, they
felt the training they received meant they were prepared or very prepared for their roles
and one polling area manager reported that they ‘walked out [of the training] with 100
per cent confidence’.
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2.84

A combination of online (767 casual staff) and face‐to‐face training (polling place
managers, officers in charge and seconds in charge) was provided to prepare casual staff
for their election duties. Due to there being no training manager, even though attempts
were made to secure one, three Elections ACT staff delivered 43 hours of face‐to‐face
training, primarily in the ten days prior to the election. Recruiting a training manager in
the lead up to future ACT elections (unsuccessful for the 2016 ACT election) would provide
an identified resource to deliver face‐to‐face training and monitor casual staff’s
completion of online training, not possible in the week prior to the 2016 ACT election due
to the workload of the Elections ACT staff involved.

Elections ACT’s information campaign
2.85

Elections ACT’s education policy objectives include ensuring that ‘the voters of the ACT
know at election time when the election is to be held, where and when they can vote,
how to vote and when a timely, accurate and transparent result is expected’.17

2.86

Elections ACT communicated with voters through email, mail, on its website and social
media, advertisements in the local paper, media releases, and a telephone inquiry service.
Elections ACT staffed an inquiry service to provide advice on voting, enrolment, the
electoral process, staffing and also accepted complaints. At the end of 11 weeks,
concluding the week after election day, the inquiry service had taken 2 267 inquiries. (This
does not include follow up actions.)

2.87

The written material included information on compulsory voting, completing the ballot
paper, electronic voting, counting votes, the 100 metre rule, where polling places were
located and the five new electorates.

2.88

Additionally, Access Canberra provided call handling and administrative services relating
to the ACT Election through a Service Level Agreement for July 2016 to May 2017. The
services included less complex telephone inquiries, electoral roll searches, requests for
forms and pamphlets, the display of Elections ACT printed promotional material and the
collection of failure to vote payments.

2.89

Of the 571 voters surveyed during the 2016 ACT election 89 per cent reported that they
were reached by the public information campaign and 79 per cent indicated that they
found the public information campaign very or somewhat useful. Satisfaction with
Elections ACT’s website has also increased from 63 per cent at the 2001 election to 91 per
cent at the 2016 election.

2.90

A survey of ACT voters found that the public information campaign reached the majority
of those surveyed and that the information campaign was somewhat or very useful.
Additionally, satisfaction with Elections ACT’s website increased significantly.

17

Elections ACT website: http://www.elections.act.gov.au/education Accessed 16 September 2016.
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Providing information to voters from different backgrounds
2.91

ACT Government’s policy is that it is:
… committed to facilitating access to accredited interpreters (as a first choice where
available) for use by Canberrans who do not speak English well or at all or who are
deaf or hearing impaired and wish to gain access to government funded services and
programs.18

2.92

Prior to the 2016 ACT election, Elections ACT undertook analysis to identify which
languages it should:


include in election information brochures;



use for selection of bilingual educators; and



include in the electronic voting system available at pre‐polls.

2.93

This analysis showed that the languages should be Arabic, Chinese (Mandarin), Croatian,
Greek, Italian, Korean, Lao, Persian (Dari/Farsi), Serbian, Spanish and Vietnamese.
Booklets including voting information in these languages were placed in polling places and
the Elections ACT website included, on its home page, a notice that 2016 election
information was available in these languages.

2.94

Elections ACT produced a range of material to inform ACT voters about when the election
was to be held, where polling places were located, how to vote, electronic voting, and the
changes in electorate numbers and names. More detailed brochures included ‘(i)f you
need interpreting help, telephone’ (number) in the languages identified above except
Korean and Lao and including Maltese, Portuguese and Turkish. The Translating and
Interpreting Service number followed in large print for voters to call. The difference in
languages identified in this section of the printed material and in Elections ACT’s analysis
was due to Elections ACT’s use of the standard ACT Government Translating Interpreting
Service information on the printed material.

2.95

Information was also provided (in English) in brochures regarding alternative format,
National Relay Service (hearing or speech impairment) and the ACT Deafness Resource
Centre. The eleven identified languages (paragraph 2.93), and English, were used in
Elections ACT’s electronic voting system in the 2016 ACT election.

2.96

One measure implemented by Elections ACT to address the needs of ACT electors for
whom English is their second language was the employment of nine bilingual educators in
the lead up to the 2016 ACT election. Each was employed for up to 20 hours with a total
approximate cost of up to $6 840. The bilingual educators provided 48 sessions to
approximately 1 126 ACT voters.

18

http://www.communityservices.act.gov.au/multicultural/publications/amended‐act‐languages‐policy Accessed
5 December 2016
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2.97

Elections ACT provided languages, based on evidence, additional to those required by the
ACT Government for election information brochures, electronic voting screens and
information sessions. This contributed to Elections ACT’s achievement of its objective that
the voters of the ACT know when the election is to be held, where and when they can vote,
how to vote and when a timely result is expected.

Facilities and materials
Polling places for the 2016 election
Database of Polling Place Information
2.98

The Database of Polling Place Information (part of TIGER) includes details of polling places,
including mobile polling locations, for ACT elections, collected over previous elections.
This information was used to predict staffing and materials required for the 2016 ACT
election.

2.99

A variety of aspects19 needed to be considered in identifying suitable polling places.
Elections ACT aimed to use facilities that had been polling places in the past as it is
understood that voters tend to return to previous polling places, whether for federal or
ACT elections.

2.100 Changes to ACT electoral boundaries prior to the 2016 election required adjustment to the
number of ballot papers required. Unlike other jurisdictions, ACT electors can vote in any
electorate without being required to vote absentee.
2.101 Elections ACT used information gathered from previous elections to identify the number
of ballot papers required for the 2016 ACT election at each polling place. As ACT residents
can vote at any polling place irrespective of what electorate they are located in, every
polling place was required to hold ballot papers for each electorate. Due to the availability
of historical information, and the ability to address any shortages quickly because of the
small size of the ACT, all voters were accommodated in the 2016 ACT election.

Polling places
2.102 There were 283 162 voters enrolled for the 2016 ACT election, compared with 256 702 for
the 2012 election. This represents an increase of 26 460 eligible voters or 10 per cent;
250 460 votes were cast in total of which 153 068 were made on polling day at 80 polling
places. Of the 153 068 votes, 9 337 (6 per cent) were cast electronically and 143 731
(94 per cent) were paper votes.

19

Including availability, disability access, parking, amenities, connectivity, entry and exit suitability, furniture, lighting,
condition of premises, power points, backup power, access for delivery of materials, security, safety, and access to
public transport.
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2.103 The various activities necessary at each of the 80 polling places on election day included:
setting up prior to commencement of voting at 8 am; conduct of voting; the initial, first
preference count after closing at 6 pm; and then returning voting materials to one of eight
collection points throughout the ACT.

Table 2‐8

Types of polling places

Type of polling place

Number
Government

Schools

Non‐government

61
7

Community Centres

4

Other including halls, hospital, government offices

8

Total
Source:

80
Audit Office analysis of Elections ACT data

2.104 Polling area managers supervised ten officers in charge of polling places across a
geographical area. They visited those polling places during polling day and were available
to officers in charge to answer questions, provide support and, if necessary, assist during
vote counting to achieve an election result as quickly as possible.
2.105 Officers in charge did not report any concerns over queues at the 80 polling places for the
ACT 2016 election. This occurred in an environment of increased voters, changes to
electorates and a high number of candidates in each electorate, e.g. one electorate had 33
candidates and there was a total of over 140 candidates for the five electorates.

Pre‐poll voting and electronic voting
Pre‐poll voting
2.106 Pre‐poll voting20 is available to an ACT elector:


‘who expects to be unable to attend at a polling place on polling day; or



whose address is a suppressed address’.21

2.107 In 2016 six pre‐poll voting centres, available from Tuesday, 27 September until Friday,
14 October (including Saturday, 8 October 2016 but excluding Saturday 1, Sunday 2,
Monday 3 and Sunday 9 October), were established at:


Belconnen Community Centre, Swanson Court;



Canberra City –
 Pilgrim House, 69 Northbourne Avenue; and

20

Pre‐poll voting is available from the 3rd Monday before polling day or, if that is a public holiday, the next business day
until 8 pm on the day before polling day’. ACT Electoral Act 1992, section 136B (1).
21
ACT Electoral Act 1992, section 136B (1).
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Eclipse House, 197 London Circuit;



Gungahlin Library, Hibberson Street;



Tuggeranong ‐ Salvation Army Hall, Corner Anketell Street and Reed Street North; and



Woden/Phillip ‐ Callam Offices, Easty Street.

2.108 Pre‐poll voting has increased since 1995 from 11 per cent of total votes to 34 per cent, as
shown in Table 2‐9.

Table 2‐9

Percentage of pre‐poll voting in ACT elections 1995 ‐ 2016

Year

Percentage of pre‐poll votes

1995

11%

1998

12%

2001

12%

2004

15%

f2008

20%

2012

27%

2016

34%

Source:

Audit Office analysis of Elections ACT data

2.109 Over the past five elections there has also been a steady increase in the take up of
electronic voting. As represented in Table 2‐10, electronic voting has increased from 9 per
cent of total votes at the 2001 election to 33 per cent as the 2016 election. This suggests
that there is a nexus between pre‐polling and electronic voting in the ACT and demand for
both is increasing.

Table 2‐10 Electronic voting in ACT elections – 2001 to 2016
Election

Electronic
votes*

Total votes

Percentage
of total
votes

Percentage
increase on
previous election

2001

16 559

190 840

9%

‐

2004

28 116

209 749

13%

70%

2008

43 820

220 119

20%

56%

2012

59 200

229 125

26%

35%

2016

81 538

250 460

33%

38%

Source:

Audit Office analysis of Elections ACT data
* pre‐poll and polling day

2.110 Currently, electronic voting is only available at pre‐poll voting centres during the pre‐poll
period and on polling day. This means that electronic voting is only available at 7.5 per
cent, or 6 of the 80, polling places open on polling day, which makes the high rate of
electronic voting even more significant.
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2.111 Figure 2‐1 shows the increase in pre‐polling and a similar increase in electronic voting
from the 2001 ACT election to the 2016 ACT election.

Figure 2‐1

Increase in pre‐polling and electronic voting from 2001 to 2016

40
Percentage of total votes

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
2001

2004

2008

2012

2016

Year
Prepoll
Source:

Electronic

Linear (Prepoll)

Linear (Electronic)

Audit Office analysis of Elections ACT data.

2.112 There has been a significant increase in pre‐polling and electronic voting in ACT elections;
pre‐polling now accounts for 34 per cent of voting and electronic voting accounts for 33
per cent. The majority of electronic votes (86 per cent) was cast during the 14 day pre‐
polling period. Electronic voting is only available on polling day at those same 6 locations;
this means that, on polling day, only 7.5 per cent of polling places (6 of the 80) had
electronic voting facilities.

Restrictions on pre‐poll and electronic voting
2.113 There are restrictions on pre‐poll voting: the criteria that an elector needs to meet to
qualify and its geographical availability to electors. The restriction on electronic voting is
the availability of electronic voting infrastructure at polling places.
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Pre‐poll voting
2.114 Eligibility for pre‐poll voting varies across Australian jurisdictions, refer to Table 2‐11.
There is no declaration required to meet criteria in Queensland, the Northern Territory or
Western Australia. The ACT, Victoria, Tasmania and the Commonwealth require a verbal
declaration. While information on eligibility is requested of voters in the ACT, this is not
validated or tested.

Table 2‐11 Eligibility for pre‐poll voting varies across Australian jurisdictions
Jurisdiction

Declaration required –
not able to attend on
election day

Requirements for pre‐polling

ACT

Yes

Expect to be unable to attend a polling place on polling
day or who has a suppressed address.

New South Wales

Yes

Eight criteria, including: being out of state; caring for a
person outside of hospital; or being engaged in work.

Queensland

No

None

Victoria

Yes

Unable to attend on election day.

Tasmania

Yes

Expect to be unable to attend a polling place on
election day.

Northern Territory

No

None

South Australia

Yes

Declaration vote required in a range of detailed
circumstances.

Western Australia

No

None (voter has to apply for an early ballot paper,
verbally or in writing, stating place of enrolment.)

Commonwealth

Yes

Expect to be unable to attend a polling place on
election day.

Source:

Audit Office

2.115 Pre‐poll voting has increased at federal elections. The Australian Electoral Commission has
noted that ‘the growth in pre‐poll voting is significant, doubling from 2010 to 2016’.22
Additionally, the Australian Electoral Commission notes that options ‘that could mitigate
the impact of increased volumes include … streamlin[ing] voting and counting procedures,
including us[ing] technology, for faster completion’. 23 In the 2016 federal election 19 per
cent of votes were cast during the pre‐poll period (17 days); in that election in the ACT
24 per cent of enrolled electors pre‐polled.

22
23

AEC Submission to the Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters, p 28.
AEC Submission to the Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters, p 28.
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2.116 There are arguments in support of and against pre‐polling. The Australian Electoral
Commission’s state manager for Victoria, in providing evidence to the 2013 Federal
Election Commonwealth Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters, stated:
… the anecdotal feedback that I am getting is that people are living a lifestyle of
convenience. They take their voting very seriously, but they want to do that at a time
or in a manner that is more convenient to them.24
2.117 In discussing the increase in pre‐poll voting at the 2008 election, the Report on the ACT
Legislative Assembly Election 2008 (the Report) noted that there could be advantages with
pre‐polling through an associated increase in electronic voting:


(i)f anything, the more early votes taken at pre‐poll centres as computer votes, the
greater the increase in the number of votes included in the preliminary distribution of
preferences on polling night, which will therefore provide an increasingly more
accurate early indication of the likely result. Further, there would be relatively fewer
paper ballots that would require scrutiny after polling day, leading to an early
finalisation of the election result.25

2.118 The Report noted the increase in pre‐poll voting and that ‘there is no empirical evidence
to support any one or more conclusions. However, it is possible that one or more of a
number of factors may be at play, such as:


an increasing emphasis on family and leisure time;



ACT elections held in late spring – often a time when families travel to the coast for
the weekend;



changing work patterns, with more people, especially in the younger age groups and
those paying mortgages on lower incomes, working weekends;



increasing public demand for flexible service delivery; and



convenience.’26

2.119 During the inquiry into the conduct of the 2013 Federal Election, the Commonwealth Joint
Standing Committee on Electoral Matters received submissions that raised concerns
regarding pre‐poll voting. These submissions included financial and other concerns such as:


the ‘undermining of the election campaigns of political parties’ which ‘should be given
the full opportunity to campaign during the election period and to promote their
ideas … (and) to refute inaccurate claims by other parties …’ 27 ; and



‘critical information may only be available a few days prior to the election, when it is
too late for postal or pre‐polling voters to be affected by it’. 28

24

Transcript of Evidence, 15 April 2014, Victorian State Manager, AEC. Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters,
2013 Federal Election report, p 96.
25
Elections ACT, Report on the ACT Legislative Assembly Election 2008, p 42.
26
Elections ACT, Report on the ACT Legislative Assembly Election 2008, p 42.
27
Submission by the Australian Christians to the Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters, 2013 Federal Election.
28
Submission by the Australian Christians to the Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters, 2013 Federal Election.
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2.120 In the ACT Legislative Assembly Election 2008 Report, the Electoral Commission
recommended that:
… the Assembly consider the arguments for and against amending the Electoral Act to
provide that any elector may vote at a pre‐poll voting centre, without the need to
declare that they are unable to attend a polling place on polling day.29
2.121 Pre‐polling arrangements vary across Australian jurisdictions; no declaration is required in
Queensland, the Northern Territory or Western Australia. The ACT, Victoria, Tasmania and
the Commonwealth require a verbal declaration.
2.122 In the ACT pre‐polling is only available to an elector who makes a verbal declaration
indicating that they expect ‘… to be unable to attend a polling place on polling day; or
whose address is a suppressed address’. Many reasons could be given to justify the first
criterion, all at the discretion of an elector to define what constitutes being ‘unable to
attend’. Given the breadth of interpretation possible to meet the first criterion makes it
impractical to enforce it is understandable that declarations are not validated or tested by
polling place staff. While the merits of pre‐polling are debatable, given the impracticality
of enforcing the criterion related to attending a polling place, this criterion needs to be
removed from the Electoral Act 1992. Removing criterion one would negate the need for
criterion two.
RECOMMENDATION 3

PRE‐POLL VOTING

The ACT Government should amend the Electoral Act 1992 so that an elector may vote at
a pre‐poll voting centre without the requirement to declare that they are unable to attend
a polling place on polling day.
Electronic voting
2.123 In the ACT electronic voting is currently restricted to six pre‐poll voting places which
operate for approximately 14 (pre‐poll voting) days and on election day. In 2016 these
polling places were distributed across four town centres and the city, where there were
two.
2.124 Elections ACT encourages electronic voting through making it available at all (six) pre‐
polling centres and facilitating voter use through providing support staff to assist, e.g. with
scanning barcodes; 86 per cent of pre‐poll votes are cast electronically. Electronic voting is
likely to increase if pre‐polling restrictions are removed, however, given it was restricted
on election day to six locations, examining options for increasing its geographical
availability seems warranted. It is acknowledged that there are cost and logistical issues
for establishing electronic voting other than for pre‐polling places. However, a strategy to
identify opportunities to foster an increase in its use is needed.

29

Elections ACT, Report on the ACT Legislative Assembly Election 2008, p 4.
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RECOMMENDATION 4

ELECTRONIC VOTING OPTIONS

Elections ACT should develop a strategy to foster an increase in electronic voting.

Mobile polling
2.125 In the week prior to, and including, polling day, Elections ACT conducted mobile polling to
enable hospital patients, nursing home residents, detainees at the Alexander Maconochie
Centre and residents of other ACT institutions to participate in the election. For the 2016
Election, this involved visiting a total of 32 residences and institutions over a six day period
(Monday, 10 October 2016 to Saturday, 15 October 2016). Elections ACT estimated they
would receive 1 551 mobile polling votes; they received 1 462.
2.126 In the lead up to the 2016 ACT election, Elections ACT made contact with eligible
residences and institutions and collected information on the number of electors and the
proportion of electors that would require assistance to vote. The mobile polling schedule
was developed to minimise travel time by grouping residences and institutions
geographically. However, the amount of time allowed per resident varied from one to
seven minutes between the residences and institutions and this did not reflect differences
in the proportion of electors Elections ACT was advised would require assistance to vote.
2.127 In preparing for the election, Elections ACT collated information on the number and needs
of electors at each residence and institution that was eligible for mobile polling. However,
analysis of the mobile polling schedule found that the time allocated to each residence or
institution could have more closely reflected the information Elections ACT had collated.
While there is no evidence that this impacted on the conduct of mobile polling for the
2016 election, Elections ACT could more effectively utilise its research findings in
developing the schedule for the 2020 election.

Materials for the 2016 election
2.128 There is a significant number and variety of materials required for an ACT election. A
materials manager was employed full time from 4 January to 30 November 2016. The
materials manager was responsible for the procurement, storage and distribution to, and
retrieval from, each of the 80 polling places, of materials30 required for the 2016 ACT
election.
2.129 While the officer in charge of each polling place was responsible for setting up the polling
place on the Friday evening, and prior to polling places opening on election day, the
materials manager was responsible for setting up the ICT equipment in the six pre‐polling
places. Despatching and receiving ballot papers and managing the secure ballot paper
room during the scanning process was the responsibility of the materials manager.
30

Materials included cardboard polling booths, stationery and ICT equipment (pre‐poll polling places only).
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Additionally, following the election, the materials manager was responsible for organising
the collection of those materials, not already returned by the officers in charge, from
polling places; electronic equipment was removed the day after the election.

Ballot papers
Calculating ballot paper numbers
2.130 Ballot papers are a key part of the voting process. They could not be finalised for printing
until after nominations were declared and the ballot paper order determined on
22 September 2016.31
2.131 Ballot papers were required prior to election day for postal voting, pre‐polling, mobile
polling and interstate voting.32 The 2016 ACT election was the first in which there were
five electorates. This resulted in challenges in some aspects of planning for the election.
The number of ballot papers was estimated through TIGER, using numbers from previous
elections for each polling place and adjusting the number with respect to the change in
the electoral roll. This provided the number of voters expected at each polling place. A
formula was then used to arrive at the anticipated number of ballot papers required for
each electorate.
2.132 Elections ACT estimated the number of ballot papers required for the 2016 ACT election
using data from previous elections, while also taking into account the increase in the
number of electorates and the consequential change in electoral boundaries. This process
was effective with no polling place running out of ballot papers.

Storing ballot papers
2.133 Once ballot papers were delivered from the printers they were stored in a secure room,
which had limited access, in Elections ACT accommodation. On completion of their
training, in the two weeks prior to the election, officers in charge took delivery of the
ballot papers for their polling place and took them to the polling place on election day.
2.134 After the close of polls and the first preference count, officers in charge delivered the
ballot papers for their polling place to one of eight collection points; ballot papers were
stored in plastic tubs which were sealed with numbered security seals. Each collection
point received plastic tubs for ten polling places. Once all officers in charge had delivered
their materials, including ballot papers, to the collection point the collection point vans
delivered them to Elections ACT headquarters in the city. As there was not enough room
in the secure room, and there was a concern that, if stacked on each other, the tubs may
create a risk to floor loading limits, the plastic tubs containing the ballot papers were
guarded overnight by security guards. Throughout the following day, 16 October 2016, the
31

Candidates are nominated at ’12 o’clock noon on the 23rd day before polling day for the election’. Electoral Act 1992,
section 108 (3).
32
Interstate voting was available from 27 September until 14 October 2016 (as for pre‐polling) at capital city offices of
all State and the Northern Territory electoral commissions. 32
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plastic tubs were opened, their contents sorted and ballot papers stored in the secure
room (according to polling place), eliminating the need for security guards from that point.
2.135 In the 2016 ACT election security guards were hired to provide ballot paper security on
polling night due to insufficient space for the plastic tubs containing ballot papers in the
secure room and the risk of exceeding the floor loading limit if the tubs were stacked in
the secure room. Once removed from the plastic tubs, on the day after polling day, the
ballot papers were moved into the secure room, ready for scanning.

Paper voting
2.136 The majority of ACT voters used traditional paper ballot papers; electronic voting was only
an option at 6 of the 80, i.e. 7.5 per cent of polling places. However, all those who voted at
pre‐polling places could vote electronically.

Table 2‐12 Number of paper ballot papers in ACT elections from 2001 to 2016
Election

Paper ballot papers used

Percentage of total votes

2001

174 281

91%

2004

181 633

87%

2008

176 299

80%

2012

169 925

74%

2016

168 884

67%

Source:

Audit Office analysis of Elections ACT data

2.137 The use of traditional paper ballot papers has significantly declined since 2001, when 91
per cent of voters used a paper ballot, to 67 per cent in 2016. This significant downward
trend reflects the increase in electronic voting, despite electronic voting being limited to
six (7.5 per cent) polling places.

Lessons learned from the 2012 election
2.138 Following each election, Elections ACT conducts an internal lessons learned exercise to
assess the conduct of the election and identify possible improvements. Following the 2012
and 2016 elections this process was conducted over two days in November; staff were
invited to provide feedback and generate ideas suggesting improvements that could be
implemented for the next election.
2.139 Notes were taken at the lessons learned exercises and Elections ACT reported that these
are used as a basis for updating its Operational Plan. Elections ACT also stated that
reviews are scheduled of key documents in the years between elections at which
suggested changes are reviewed.
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2.140 While notes were taken at Elections ACT’s lessons learned sessions, there was no evidence
of a procedure for tracking resulting actions. Elections ACT reported that the notes are
used as a basis for updating its Operational Plan and are reviewed in detail during election
planning meetings. Elections ACT reports that, where necessary, identified improvements
are added to the detailed election plan. A lessons learned tracking document for the time
between elections would reduce the risk of needed actions not occurring. A simple
procedure is needed to reduce the risk of needed actions not occurring (e.g. highlighting
actions in the notes then removing this once completed and annually monitoring
progress); this would reduce the risk of an important improvement not being progressed.
RECOMMENDATION 1

PLANNING

Elections ACT should enhance is planning by:
d) developing a lessons learned tracking document for guiding actions that need to be
undertaken between elections; and

Reporting on the election
2.141 After each election, Elections ACT produces a report on the conduct of the election33. The
report on the 2016 election was not completed in time to be reviewed as part of this
performance audit; however, the report on the 2012 election was examined.
2.142 The report on the 2012 election covered all key aspects of the conduct of the election,
including: changes implemented at the 2012 election; the electoral roll; the education
campaign; voter participation; the use of ICT; staffing; equipment; voter satisfaction; and
declaration of the result. The report also included 15 recommended changes to the
Electoral Act 1992, ranging from suggestions regarding phrasing to increasing the penalty
for failing to vote, and detailed the number of complaints received by Elections ACT in
relation to:


party and candidate activity—110 (an increase from 105 for the 2008 election); and



Elections ACT services—79 (an increase from 45 for the 2008 election).

2.143 The report included an examination of the reasons for the increase in complaints
regarding Elections ACT services and detailed two changes Elections ACT would consider
implementing to address these concerns: (1) introducing touch screens for electronic
voting; and (2) updating the bar code readers. While the bar code readers were replaced
prior to the 2016 election, touch screens were not introduced. Elections ACT advised that
touch screens have not been introduced as: they cannot be used by people who are blind
or have low vision; they would be considerably more expensive; and they do not allow a
keystroke audit trail to be created, important for transparency of the voting process.

33

Elections ACT, Report on the ACT Legislative Assembly Election 2012, July 2013.
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2.144 Elections ACT conducts a lessons learned exercise and produces a report following each
election. These provide an opportunity to: identify improvements and retain effective
practices; analyse changes in voting practices; and report to the Legislative Assembly and
the ACT public on costs, voting trends (political and non‐political), innovations and
recommendations for future elections.

Complaints
2.145 Elections ACT received 192 complaints regarding the 2012 ACT election and 161 following
the 2016 election.

Table 2‐13 Complaints received by Elections ACT for the 2008, 2012 and 2016
elections
Complaints relating to party and candidate activity
Matters regulated under
the Electoral Act

2012

2016

Canvassing within 100 metres of a polling place

30

18

33

Authorisation of advertisements

17

24

35

5

16

12

Placement of signs in public or commercial places

12

28

13

Miscellaneous

39

24

39

103

110

132

10

13

2

Electronic voting facilities/systems

0

14

1

Electronic voting staff assistance

9

10

6

Other voting facilities/systems

0

12

4

10

15

2

11

8

7

5

10

7

45

82

29

148

192

161

Miscellaneous
Matters not regulated under
the Electoral Act

2008

Sub‐total
Complaints relating to Elections ACT services
Voting

Locations/signage

Other voting staff assistance
Elections ACT advertising
Miscellaneous

Sub‐total
Total complaints
Source:

Elections ACT

Note:

Complaint categories in italics are out of scope of this performance audit.

2.146 As shown in Table 2‐13, the number of complaints received has varied over the last three
ACT elections. In its Report on the ACT Legislative Assembly election 2012 Elections ACT
discussed the complaints received and noted that ‘of some concern … is the increase in
complaints categorised as relating to Elections ACT services … in 2012’.34 However, as can
be seen in Table 2‐13, complaints in this area decreased to below that for 2008 and 2004
for the 2016 election. As discussed in paragraph 2.143, complaints from the 2012 election,
34

Report on the ACT Legislative Assembly Election 2012, p 45.
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discussed in Elections ACT’s report on that election, informed decisions regarding the use
of hardware for the 2016 election.

‘100 metre rule’ complaints
2.147 The ACT Hare‐Clark system includes no ticket voting (preferences are determined by
voters) and the randomisation of candidate order on ballot papers (Robson rotation35).
Accordingly, Hare‐Clark is structured to encourage voters to vote free of immediate
influence. This is reinforced by the ‘100 metre rule’ during polling hours (either on election
day or during pre‐ polling) whereby by a voter is protected from having someone within
100 metres of a polling place try to influence how they vote, or induce them not to vote36.
2.148 Prior to the 2016 ACT election, Elections ACT distributed maps that showed the 100 metre
boundary for each polling place. Elections ACT also produced handbooks for candidates
and scrutineers which outlined the 100 metre ban on canvassing. On election day, officers
in charge checked that the ‘100 metre rule’ was being adhered to before polls opened.
Throughout election day, implementation of the ‘100 metre rule’ was monitored and
enforced by polling area managers, supported by Elections ACT headquarters through the
notification system in eLAPPS and direct phone calls to polling area managers.
2.149 Feedback provided by officers in charge and polling area managers was that the ‘100
metre rule’ was well understood by candidates and electioneers, who were often
canvassing on the boundary. However, conformity to the ‘100 metre rule’ has been a
source of complaints at the last three elections. In 2016, 33 of the 132 (25 per cent)
complaints relating to party and candidate activity were about alleged breaches of this
rule (Table 2‐13). In the 2008 and 2012 elections complaints about the ‘100 metre rule’
accounted for 29 and 16 per cent of complaints, respectively.
2.150 The maximum penalty for canvassing within 100 metres of a polling place is five penalty
units, which is $750 for individuals and $3,750 for corporations. Elections ACT advised that
there have been no penalties issued to either an individual or a corporation for breaching
the rule.
2.151 While complaints were received about the ‘100 metre rule’ issues voters had about real or
potential encroachments were also raised with officers in charge. These issues, or ones
the officers in charge observed, were communicated to Elections ACT headquarters
through notifications on eLAPPS. Elections ACT advised that, while enforcing the ‘100
metre rule’ occupied some Elections ACT staff during the 2016 election, this mostly
occurred during the morning of polling day, was resolved quickly and did not take up
significant resources. Analysis of notifications received by Elections ACT from polling place
staff on election day regarding the ‘100 metre rule’ showed that they made up five per

35

Robson rotation is intended to give each candidate an equal share of each position in a column.
http://www.elections.act.gov.au/education/act_electoral_commission_fact_sheets/fact_sheets_‐
_general_html/elections_act_factsheet_ballot_papers Accessed 20 January 2017.
36
ACT Electoral Act 1992, section 303.
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cent of notifications received and that 30 per cent of them were received prior to polling
places opening at 10 am.
2.152 The ‘100 metre rule’ is important in reinforcing the Hare‐Clark system, giving priority to
ensuring voters are free of an immediate influence that could affect their vote. While it
was the subject of complaints in the 2016 election, as it has also been for previous
elections, Elections ACT advised that most issues were addressed quickly on election day
and this did not take up significant resources. While it is likely that the ‘100 metre rule’
will be the subject of complaints in future elections its maintenance is important in
reinforcing freedom from influence for voters.

Market research
2.153 Elections ACT conducted market research of voters for the 1995, 1998, 2001, 2004, 2008,
2012 and 2016 elections. Since the 1998 election, many of the questions have remained
the same, which has allowed for analysis of trends.
2.154 For the 2016 election, market research was conducted through random intercept exit
interviews with 571 voters as they left polling places on polling day and at pre‐poll centres.
Information gathered showed that, of voters surveyed:


89 per cent were aware of Elections ACT’s public awareness campaign and 79 per cent
found the information very or somewhat useful;



95 per cent thought the voting instructions were very adequate or adequate and
98 per cent said that the polling officials were helpful;



78 per cent preferred to vote electronically and 90 per cent of electronic voters found
the electronic system easy to use; and



96 per cent were satisfied or very satisfied with the voting experience.

2.155 Based on the information received, the firm that conducted the market research made
suggestions for Elections ACT’s consideration, including:


continuing the use of social media;



increasing the number of electronic voting polling places; and



introducing touch screens for electronic voting.

2.156 Market research for the 2016 election found that, of voters surveyed, 89 per cent were
reached by Elections ACT’s public awareness campaign, 95 per cent thought the voting
instructions were very adequate or adequate, 78 per cent preferred to vote electronically
and 90 per cent of electronic voters found the electronic system easy to use. Furthermore,
96 per cent of respondents were satisfied or very satisfied with the voting experience.
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ICT systems
2.157 Elections ACT relies on four electronic systems for conducting its elections:


The Information Gateway to Electoral Resources (TIGER), which is a suite of Access
databases for managing aspects of elections and general administration;



electronic Voting and Counting System (eVACS®), which facilitates the recording of
electronic votes and distribution of preferences;



a ballot paper scanning system, which scans ballot papers and identifies the
preferences recorded; and



electronic Legislative Assembly Polling Place System (eLAPPS), which is used to mark
off the roll; as a communication system between polling places and Elections ACT
headquarters; for ballot paper management; to transmit first preference votes; and to
transmit election results to the Elections ACT’s website, among other functions.

2.158 Due to the pivotal role eVACS® has in electronic voting and the counting of votes, the
Audit Office examined, with the assistance of Axiom Associates:


eVACS® security controls; and



the external auditing of its software.

2.159 The use of eLAPPS was examined with respect to ‘marking off the roll’ at polling places;
and in Elections ACT headquarters’ communication with, and monitoring of activities at,
polling places.

Electronic voting and counting system (eVACS®)
2.160 Voters in the ACT have been able to vote electronically using eVACS®37 since 2001. At the
2016 ACT election electronic voting was available at six pre‐poll centres in the three week
pre‐poll voting period and, at the same six polling places, on election day.
2.161 Voters scanned a barcode, issued to them when their name was marked off the roll, to
commence their vote. 38 They then voted using voting terminals based on standard
personal computer hardware and scanned off after completing the voting process, an
important step in finalising their vote.
2.162 Elections ACT reported that, at the 2012 election, some voters using the electronic voting
system had trouble finalising their vote due to difficulty using the barcode readers. For the
2012 and 2016 elections, polling place officials were allocated to provide support to voters
in finalising their vote.

37

eVACS® which stands for electronic voting and counting system, is the registered software developed by Software
Improvements Pty Ltd.
38
The barcode readers are similar to those used in the retail industry.
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2.163 Voting terminals were not linked to the internet or any other public network; they were
linked to a standalone voting server in each polling place using a secure local area network.
Once a voter completed their electronic vote by scanning off, they deposited their
barcode in the ballot box.
2.164 As well as providing Elections ACT’s electronic voting function eVACS® also provided the
system for counting electronic votes and votes from the scanned ballot papers. Counting
of votes did not commence until after the close of polls.39

Security of system and controls
Passwords
2.165 eVACS® software was provided to Elections ACT by the software vendor on four compact
discs, with each disc containing a module of eVACS® and an operating system (Linux®),
required for the software to operate. These discs were used to install eVACS® on either
the voting terminals or servers (counting and polling place).
2.166 During the installation process of eVACS® onto the voting terminals and servers the
eVACS® software erases the hard disks and installs a particular version of the operating
system so that only the eVACS® software can operate. Elections ACT configured their
underlying system (BIOS) so that only the eVACS® software and operating system were
able to be used when the computer was switched on. The BIOS settings were also
configured to restrict the installation of unauthorised software and prevent the computer
starting up from an external source such as a USB or a different compact disc. These
settings were protected with a password, set by Elections ACT.
2.167 The passwords used to protect these settings for the 2012 election were recorded in the
Operational Plan to allow for the initial set‐up for the 2016 election. These did not meet
the ACT Government’s Password Standards as issued by Shared Services ICT. The Shared
Services ICT’s Password Standard (October 2014) requires that passwords contain at least
three of the following characteristics:


upper and lower case characters;



digits, punctuation characters and letters;



at least ten characters;



are not words in any language;



are not based on personal information; or



include substitute letters with special characters or numbers in a dictionary word.

2.168 Subsequent passwords were created prior to the 2016 election to secure the 2016
election servers and clients. Complex passwords reduce the security risk of unauthorised
access to the underlying settings on the voting terminals and servers.
39

The Electoral Act 1992, Part 12, The scrutiny
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2.169 Elections ACT used passwords to provide security for restricting the installation of
unauthorised eVACS® software. The passwords (from the 2012 election) identified in
eVACS® documentation did not meet ACT Government password security requirements.
RECOMMENDATION 5

EVACS®

Elections ACT should improve eVACS® security controls by:
a)

using passwords that are compliant with ACT Government password security
requirements;

Hashing
2.170 eVACS®, and the hardware that it is operated on, are designed and set to operate without
connection to an unsecured network, such as the internet. Voting data were transferred
between polling places and the counting server at the scrutiny centre using compact discs.
2.171 At each of the polling places, voting terminals in each polling booth were connected to a
polling place server using a secure local network (not via the internet). This server
collected and stored the (electronic) votes cast using the voting terminals. At the end of
each polling day (during the pre‐polling period) and at the close of polls on election day
the officer in charge copied the votes from the polling place server to a compact disc,
which was then transported by Elections ACT staff to the scrutiny centre at Elections ACT
headquarters.
2.172 During the process where the votes were copied to the compact disc, a unique code (a
hash) was created. This unique code was displayed on the polling place server. The officer
in charge recorded this unique code on a form, which was verified by a second person; the
recorded unique code was transported to the scrutiny centre with the compact disc.
2.173 On arrival at the scrutiny centre the unique code was used to verify that the data on the
compact disc had not been tampered with and was an exact copy of the votes recorded on
the polling place server.
2.174 As the mechanism to create the unique code is based on a methodology (MD5) which is
old technology and was considered in 2010 to be insecure, consideration needs to be
given to using a more secure methodology.40 This has not been done and, therefore, there
is a risk that using this methodology could allow unauthentic codes to appear authentic,
compromising the counting of votes. It is acknowledged that physical controls were in
place to limit tampering with the compact discs that store votes e.g. votes were locked in
a sealed, secured ballot box. It would be better practice, and reduce the risk of tampering,
if Elections ACT were to update its methodology.

40

Carnegie Mellon Software Engineering Institute
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2.175 The same process (creating the unique code when copying votes from the polling place
server) was used when copying votes from the scanning server, used to scan and verify
the paper ballots. Elections ACT advised that, during the transfer from the scanning server
to the counting server, the unique code was not recorded and therefore not verified when
the compact disc was inserted in the counting server. Elections ACT also advised that the
transfer was observed by election scrutineers. Although this physical control was used, an
electronic control would be more reliable. This could be achieved by making changes to
eVACS® where the counting server would not accept a compact disc without the correct,
unique code being keyed in, thereby ensuring that tampering could not occur.
2.176 Elections ACT used outdated technology for creating a unique code (a hash) in eVACS® and
used physical controls to mitigate the risk of tampering. A more modern, unique code is
needed to remove reliance on physical controls. Also, eVACS® could be improved through
enforcement of the entering of a unique code before data is transferred from the polling
place server and scanning server to the counting server. This was not being done and,
instead, physical controls were used.
RECOMMENDATION 5

EVACS®

Elections ACT should improve eVACS® security controls by:
b) using a secure, modern, unique code (hash);
Encryption
2.177 Each day during the pre‐polling period the polling place servers stored, cumulatively, the
votes taken. This cumulative record of votes was copied to a compact disc at the close of
polling each day.
2.178 It was found that the cumulative record (data) on the compact discs was not encrypted.
Storing unencrypted data means that, if the discs were to be lost or misplaced, the data
would be accessible and possibly made public.
2.179 Open source encryption software could be used by Elections ACT to encrypt these
compact discs. The encryption of the data on these compact discs would mitigate the risk
of votes being accessible if the compact discs were lost or misplaced.
2.180 The cumulative record (data) of votes taken during each pre‐polling day and on polling day
was not encrypted. This presented a very significant risk that many votes would be
accessible if the compact discs were lost or misplaced.
RECOMMENDATION 5

EVACS®

Elections ACT should improve eVACS® security controls by:
c)
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External auditing of the eVACS® software
2.181 eVACS® 41 is audited prior to each election by an accredited 42 laboratory, BMM
International. The accredited laboratory was engaged by Elections ACT for the 2016
election to ‘audit changes made to eVACS®, the electronic voting and counting system, for
the 2016 election’. The laboratory examined the source code, which was the collection of
instructions used by the computers to perform the required functions.
2.182 Changes were made to the eVACS® software between 2012 and 2016, including major
changes for new electorates in 2016 and to the voting screens displayed to voters (to try
and reduce the number of informal votes).
2.183 In September 2016 BMM provided Elections ACT with a Test Report Summary that stated
that ‘BMM [International] believes the eVACS® Version 7.02‐27 is suitable for use in the
2016 election’. In order to come to this conclusion BMM International ‘reviewed design
documentation and performed a source code review of the revised eVACS® software. The
review concentrated on changes made since the previous audit’ (prior to the 2012
election).
2.184 The audits by BMM International demonstrate the commitment of Elections ACT to
ensuring the integrity of their eVACS® system. However, Axiom Associates, who assisted
the Audit Office, expressed the following concern regarding the audits:
While the incremental audits carried out by BMM International are of considerable
benefit, it appears that the overall code has not been comprehensively reviewed since
2004. Given just the changes to the base [operating system]… in the 12 years since
that time it may be worth considering a comprehensive review of the code as it
currently stands.
2.185 The audit reports prepared by Elections ACT’s external testers on eVACS® met the
requirements, as specified by Elections ACT. However, the audits were incremental,
focusing only on changes to the software since the previous audit. Elections ACT has not
had a comprehensive review of the eVACS® code since its commencement in the ACT in
2001.

41

eVACS® which stands for electronic voting and counting system, is the registered software developed by Software
Improvements Pty Ltd.
42
National Association of Testing Authorities, Australia http://www.nata.com.au/nata/
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RECOMMENDATION 5

EVACS®

Elections ACT should improve eVACS® security controls by:
d) comprehensively reviewing the eVACS® code.

Electronic Legislative Assembly Polling Place System (eLAPPS)
2.186 eLAPPS provided multiple functions during the 2016 election, including an electronic,
networked copy of the electoral roll to mark off electors; a communication system
between officers in charge and Elections ACT headquarters; ballot paper management and
reconciliation; materials management; staff assessment; and election statistics. eLAPPS
was available on issuing point and officers’ in charge laptop computers. Elections ACT was
one of the first electoral commissions in Australia to have an electronic copy of the roll to
mark off voters at polling places, introduced at the 2008 election and enhanced, as eLAPPS,
for the 2012 election.

Roll mark‐off
2.187 On arrival at a polling place all voters in the ACT had their names marked off the roll
electronically, by polling place staff, using eLAPPS. The eLAPPS computers synchronised
regularly throughout election day; this meant that the electoral roll on every eLAPPS
computer was updated within minutes of an elector being marked as having voted. As part
of marking a voter off the electoral roll, polling place staff were instructed to turn the lap
top to the voter to ensure they were marking off the correct person.
2.188 Once a voter’s name was marked‐off the (electronic) roll, they were provided with a
barcode or a ballot paper, depending on whether they were voting electronically or on a
ballot paper; they then proceeded to the polling booth.
2.189 Where possible (i.e. at public schools) eLAPPS was connected to Elections ACT
headquarters through the Education Directorate’s WiFi network, part of the ACT
Government ICT infrastructure. Where connecting through the Education Directorate
system was not possible, mobile broadband routers were used which linked the polling
place to the ACT Government ICT infrastructure and so to Elections ACT headquarters.
This was different to 2012 where mobile broadband modems were used; this resulted in
some polling places experiencing a lack of connectivity at times during election day in
2012.
2.190 The introduction of eLAPPS at the 2012 election increased the functionality of the
electronic roll so that, as electors were marked off the roll, this information was
transmitted to the other eLAPPS laptops. Internet connectivity issues at the 2012 election
meant that this was inconsistent, but this was addressed for the 2016 election.
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Communication
2.191 eLAPPS was used by Elections ACT headquarters to provide information and reminders to
polling place staff. It was used by officers in charge to, for example: clarify procedures;
request additional staff if polling officials failed to present for work; request assistance to
rectify IT issues; report incidents; and request additional ballot papers and bar codes
where required.
2.192 eLAPPS was used effectively for marking off the electoral roll during the 2016 election and
for communication between officers in charge, polling area managers and Elections ACT.

Multiple voters investigation
2.193 Electors are prohibited from casting multiple votes. The Electoral ACT 1992 specifies a
maximum penalty for voting more than once as 50 penalty units, six months imprisonment,
or both.43
2.194 The introduction of the electronic polling place system (eLAPPS) in 2012 reduced the
potential for electors to cast multiple votes. The synchronisation of the electronic roll
across the ACT meant that, if an elector presented to a polling place to cast another vote,
their name should have been marked on the roll indicating that they had already voted.44
In practice, internet connectivity issues at the 2012 election meant that on some
occasions not all roll marks synced across all units.
2.195 Improvements to the internet connections at polling places for the 2016 election meant
that the roll synchronisation feature of eLAPPS worked more effectively (discussed at
paragraph 2.189) However, at the 2016 election, a problem in eLAPPS resulted in 38
instances where, within seconds, electors’ names were marked off the roll twice on the
same laptops. While these were not multiple votes, Elections ACT has advised that they
will examine why this problem occurred in order to prevent a reoccurrence. After
accounting for the errors that were a result of the problem in eLAPPS, Elections ACT
advised that there were 142 apparent instances of electors having been recorded as
voting twice at the 2016 election.
2.196 Elections ACT reviewed the 142 apparent instances and determined that 132 were: an
error by a polling place official with an official marking off voters multiple times in eLAPPS
before a synchronisation could occur; elderly voters voting at both a polling place on
election day and prior to election day at a mobile polling booth; a voter being marked off
the roll under a similar name by error; or a voter submitting a postal vote and then casting
a declaration vote at a polling place. Ten instances require further investigation. At the
time of reporting, of the ten electors to whom Elections ACT had written seeking an
explanation as to an apparent multiple vote, five had provided a reply all of which were
considered acceptable explanations.

43
44

Electoral Act 1992, section 161.
ACT Electoral Commission Annual Report 2012‐13, p. 19.
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2.197 Comments made in the Report on the ACT Legislative Assembly election 2012 appear to be
applicable to the 2016 Election:
In most cases, investigations indicate that these instances of apparent multiple voting
are the result of errors made by polling officials – generally marking a name similar to
the elector’s name – or result from persons claiming to vote who are not enrolled at
all but who have names similar to enrolled electors.
It is rare to find evidence that a person has deliberately voted more than once, which
is a relatively serious offence, with a penalty of 50 penalty units, or imprisonment for
6 months, or both. In those cases where there is evidence that a person has voted
more than once, there are generally mitigating circumstances. For example, persons
with memory loss may vote by post and then vote a second time at a mobile polling
team. No one has ever been prosecuted for multiple voting at an ACT election. Most
cases of apparent multiple voting can be attributed to polling official error.45
2.198 Checking voters’ names on eLAPPS and the regular synchronising of eLAPPS across all
polling places significantly limited the risk of a voter being able to vote multiple times.
Improved internet connections in 2016, and therefore eLAPPS synchronisation, further
reduced the risk of a voter voting more than once. Following review of 142 apparent
multiple voters ten were requested to provide an explanation for appearing to have voted
twice; at the time of reporting five had provided explanations Elections ACT considered
acceptable.

Infrastructure Requirements – ICT Systems
2.199 Under the ACT Government’s ICT Business System Criticality Guidelines (the Guidelines)
ICT infrastructure may be classified as government critical, business critical, business
operational and administrative services.
2.200 The criticality of a system is determined by the agency that ‘owns’ and has accountability
for the system. A government critical system is one which has been assessed by an agency
as requiring:
… continuous availability. Breaks in service are intolerable, and immediately and
significantly damaging. Availability is required at almost any price.
2.201 Shared Services ICT maintains a list of systems that have been identified by agencies as
government critical. Shared Service’s ICT government critical systems list indicates that
Elections ACT has classified its eVACS, eLAPPS, Electscan and Electweb systems as
government critical. However, Elections ACT has not, and for eVACS cannot, implement
arrangements which provide assurance these systems are continuously available, and will
continue to operate if there were to be an incident that destroyed or rendered the
information technology infrastructure at the main site temporarily or permanently
unavailable.

45

Report on the ACT Legislative Assembly election 2012, p 71.
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2.202 Continuous availability can be achieved by duplicating ICT systems (data and infrastructure)
at a location other than where it is housed. This would enable ICT services from the
duplicated site to be immediately available if the main site becomes unavailable.
2.203 Elections ACT advised that, for eLAPPS, a duplicate site was implemented for the Elections
ACT website (where election results are published), but other elements of the system
were operated from a single main site. Due to the design of eVACS (refer to paragraph
2.163) it is not possible, within Elections ACT’s security framework, to have it duplicated at
a site external to the polling place.
2.204 Elections ACT has implemented redundancy and backup arrangements for their ICT
systems. The eVACS® pre‐polling place servers record votes on two (separate) hard disks
which are backed up daily. The daily backup disks are stored at Elections ACT with the pre‐
poll paper ballots. The eLAPPS system is backed up multiple times during the day and a
daily duplicate backup disk is stored off site. While eLAPPS is operated from a single main
site, the site has redundancy hardware and network connections to reduce the risk of
system unavailability or the loss of data.
2.205 While Elections ACT has redundancy and back up arrangements for its ICT systems, these
are not adequate to provide continuous availability if there were to be an incident that
destroyed or rendered the information technology infrastructure at the main site
temporarily or permanently unavailable as required for systems assessed to be
government critical. Elections ACT’s classification of its systems as government critical is
questionable given that an election could be undertaken (less efficiently) using a paper‐
based approach. A review of the classification of Elections ACT ICT systems is therefore
warranted.
RECOMMENDATION 1

PLANNING

Elections ACT should enhance its planning by:
e)

reviewing the classification of its ICT systems and, for any of its systems that are
government critical, implement the required infrastructure arrangements that
provide assurance these systems are continuously available; and document these
arrangements in its business continuity and disaster recovery plans.

Declaration voting
2.206 When a person attends a polling place with the intention to vote and their name cannot
be found on the electoral roll, or has already been marked as having voted in that election
they are asked to complete a declaration vote.46

46

ACT Electoral Act 1992, section 135.
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Table 2‐14 Declaration voting in ACT elections – 1995 to 2016
Election

Declaration votes as a
percentage of total votes

1995

0.9%

1998

1.0%

2001

0.6%

2004

0.9%

2008

0.4%

2012

0.4%

2016

0.1%

Source:

Audit Office based on Elections ACT data

2.207 At the 2016 ACT election the number of admitted declaration votes (0.1 per cent of total
votes) was the lowest in the ACT since the introduction of Hare‐Clark electoral system in
1995. This may in part be due to the timing of the federal election, held less than four
months before the ACT election (on 2 July 2016), which followed extensive advertising by
the Australian Electoral Commission (AEC) to encourage voters to update their enrolment.
Also likely to contribute is the implementation of the Federal Direct Enrolment and Direct
Update program which allows the AEC to directly enrol and update electors’ details based
on information from other government agencies (the ACT‘s electoral roll is prepared by
the AEC through a joint roll arrangement). Additionally, the process of turning the screen
around for electors to confirm their details when they were marked off the roll is likely to
have contributed to the low rate

Security of ballot papers
Prior to the election
2.208 Once ballot papers were delivered from the printers they were stored in secure rooms,
with limited access, in Elections ACT headquarters. In the two weeks prior to the election,
officers in charge took delivery of the ballot papers for their polling place, on completion
of their training, and took them to the polling place on election day.

During the election
Ballot boxes
2.209 Managing ballot boxes was a key security (risk management) activity during the pre‐
polling, mobile polling period and during polling day. There were prescribed processes for
preparing a new ballot box and for emptying ballot boxes when votes were to be counted.
When preparing a ballot box:
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it was closed and sealed with a numbered plastic security seal;



details of the seal were entered on the record of ballot boxes and security seals form;
and



a witness signed the entry and scrutineers were allowed to record the seal numbers if
they wished.

2.210 After the close of polling:


before a ballot box was opened the seals were checked in the presence of polling
place staff and any scrutineers present;



any discrepancies were noted on the record of ballot boxes and security seals form.
There were no discrepancies noted by Elections ACT during the 2016 election;



a first preference count was conducted, overseen by the second in charge; and



materials that were to be delivered to collection points were collected, counted
where required, and placed in labelled tubs ready for delivery to the collection point.

2.211 Additionally, during voting at pre‐polling and on election day, a ballot box guard was in
place to supervise electors placing their paper ballots in the ballot boxes. This was to
ensure that electors did not leave the polling place without placing their ballot paper in
the ballot box and that electors did not put more than one ballot paper in the ballot box.
2.212 Ballot paper boxes used by the mobile polling and pre‐polling teams were prepared using
the same processes as the ballot boxes used on polling day. Ballot boxes used by the
mobile polling teams were stored overnight by the mobile polling officer in charge at their
residence. Once a ballot box was full, or at the close of mobile polling, which ever
occurred first, it was delivered to Elections ACT headquarters where it remained sealed
until counting commenced. Ballot boxes and eVACS® discs from pre‐polling places were
collected by Elections ACT staff at the close of polling each day and taken to Elections ACT
headquarters, where they remained sealed until counting commenced.

Collection points
2.213 After conducting the first preference count at polling places following the close of polls,
officers in charge delivered all ballot papers from their polling place to one of eight
collection points across the ACT. When the officers in charge arrived at the collection
points, the collection point managers checked that all identified materials were handed
over and the officers in charge and the collection point managers signed a transfer of
custody form.
2.214 Following the 2012 ACT election, at which there were two collection points, the decision
was made to increase the number of collection points to eight to avoid identified
weaknesses in the process in 2012. The weaknesses identified included:


officers in charge being required to drive long distances after a long working day; and
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offices in charge queuing at collection points.

2.215 While Elections ACT did not collect data on the time that election materials were delivered
to the collection points for the 2012 election, staff reported that the establishment of six
additional collection points for the 2016 election meant that: they did not have to travel
as far to collection points; they did not have to queue when they arrived at collection
points; and they delivered their materials earlier than for previous elections. For the 2016
election, the officers in charge delivered their materials between 8:40pm and 10:50pm.
2.216 Once the collection point managers had received all the deliveries in their area, they
transported the materials to Elections ACT headquarters where they were met by the
materials manager. Due to insufficient storage capacity in the secure ballot storage rooms
at Elections ACT headquarters, security guards were employed over election night. By the
next night, 16 October 2016, all ballot papers had been sorted and stored in the secure
rooms (according to polling place), eliminating the need for security guards from that time.
2.217 Ballot paper security was achieved through a number of processes which included: the use
and registration of seals on ballot boxes; the supervision of electors when placing their
ballot papers in ballot boxes in polling places; the sealing of ballot papers in containers
after the preliminary count at polling places; the collection of ballot boxes by Elections
ACT staff; the delivery of ballot boxes to Elections ACT headquarters; the checking of
ballot papers containers and their seals, including at collection points; and the use of
secure rooms, and security guards for one night, to ensure the security of ballot papers
during the scanning and counting process.
2.218 With respect to collection points (refer to paragraph 2.214), the introduction of an
additional six collection points for the 2016 election reduced the (previously identified)
work place health and safety risk associated with staff driving across the city after working
long hours on election day. 47 While a measure that contributed to addressing the
identified risk, the increase in the number of collection points had not been documented
as a mitigating measure.
2.219 However, Elections ACT and an officer in charge reported that at least one collection point
was not adequately lit making it difficult for the officer in charge and collection point
manager to check what materials were delivered and the integrity of seals on containers.
Additionally, not all officers in charge were provided with sufficient seals for ballot paper
containers in order to secure them before leaving their polling place. However, collection
point managers had been provided with additional seals to secure the containers.

47

On average, officers in charge worked over 14 hours, excluding breaks, before making their deliveries. 47
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2.220 The introduction of six additional collection points for receiving election materials
addressed weaknesses identified following the 2012 ACT election, however, a lack of
lighting at one of the collection points made the transfer of materials difficult. While this
did not compromise the security of ballot papers, to support the safe and secure transfer
of ballot papers, the location and suitability of collection points for the 2020 election
needs to include criteria for adequate lighting.

During the counting process
2.221 The movement of ballot papers was controlled throughout the counting process. A small
team of people, including the materials manager, was responsible for tracking ballot
papers (grouped according to polling place) through the scanning and scrutiny processes.

Postal votes
2.222 In January 2016, Australia Post made changes to their letter delivery service, introducing a
three tiered service. The three levels of services allows for letters to be either delivered
next business day (Express Post), between one and four days (Priority) and up to two
business days longer than Priority (Regular). The price variation between these three
services for one letter is between $1.00 for Regular, $1.50 for Priority and $5.75 for
Express Post.
2.223 Elections ACT identified that it would need to use the Priority service for both posting the
applications to electors and for the reply paid envelopes provided to electors to return the
completed ballot papers. Elections ACT in a 2016‐17 Budget Bid for funding requested,
amongst other funding requirements, that $169 343.26 be provided for postal charges.
Elections ACT’s calculations for the Budget Bid shows that the changes of Australia Post’s
services contributed to a $21 804.24 increase in the costs for postal services.
2.224 Prior to election day, as postal votes were received at Elections ACT they were sorted,
checked to see if the declaration on the outside of the envelope was signed, and stored
securely. If they were not signed they could not be admitted to the count; if this was the
case postal voting staff attempted to contact the voter to see if they were able to sign the
declaration.
2.225 Once scanning of ballot papers commenced, on the Monday after election day, the postal
voting envelopes were opened and the ballot papers included in the count. This continued
until the last day for receipt of postal votes, Friday, 21 October 2016.
2.226 For the past five elections, Table 2‐15 shows the number of: postal vote packages issued
to electors; postal votes returned and admitted to the count; and postal votes received
too late to be admitted.
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Table 2‐15 Postal votes admitted to the count
Election

Postal vote packages
issued

Postal votes
admitted to the
count

Postal votes received
too late

Percentage of postal
votes received too
late

2001

8 194

6 420

264

3.2%

2004

8 325

6 532

211

2.5%

2008

11 833

9 599

291

2.5%

2012

12 209

9 859

318

2.6%

2016

16 925

12 881

697

4.1%

2.227 For the 2016 ACT election, in order to accommodate changes in Australian Post mailing
times, Elections ACT paid an additional fee to Australia Post for postal votes to be treated
as priority mail. Despite this, there was an increase in the number of postal votes not
admitted because they were received after the legislated timeframe (697 votes, an
increase from 318 votes at the 2012 election). The increase in late postal votes merits
analysis to identify reasons for the increase and alternative ways, if possible, to address it.

Pre‐poll votes
2.228 Ballot papers used during pre‐polling were stored securely at Elections ACT headquarters,
having being collected by Elections ACT staff at the end of each pre‐polling day.
2.229 Most (72 234) pre‐poll votes were electronic and these were copied onto a compact discs
at the end of every pre‐polling day, with the ballot papers. This compact disc was copied
onto a standalone computer at this time, ready for counting at the close of polls on
election day.
2.230 In the ACT ballot papers are stored following each election until the next election (2020).
The compact discs containing data from electronic voting and counting are stored in a safe
in Elections ACT headquarters. Having the data available on compact discs facilitates
counting for any casual vacancies that occur in the ACT Legislative Assembly. If a casual
vacancy occurs, once the candidates available are identified, eVACS® counting software is
run and the outcome announced.
2.231 Elections ACT managed the security of ballot papers effectively for the 2016 ACT election.
This was through a number of processes during the various voting stages, after the close
of polling places on election day and overnight, during the counting and scrutiny process
and when in storage prior to the 2020 election.
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Counting paper ballot papers
Verification of scanned ballot papers
2.232 At the 2008 election, Elections ACT introduced technology (the first of its kind in Australia)
that allowed paper ballots to be scanned and preferences to be counted electronically,
thereby eliminating the need for manual data entry.
2.233 The ballot paper preference interpretation process, conducted through an intelligent
character recognition (ICR) system, employs several stages to ensure the accuracy of the
final count. After scanning a ballot paper, the software interprets and displays the
preferences from the scanned ballot paper providing the operator with a view of each
individual numeral identified on each paper (for example ‘13’ is displayed to the operator
as ‘1’ and ‘3’). This allows the operator to either confirm or query the software’s
interpretation without viewing the numbers in context. If, after this stage, the preference
interpretations of a single ballot paper passes the business rules for a formal vote, the
ballot paper proceeds through the system with its preferences included in the final
distribution.
2.234 However, if a numeral is altered or questioned or the preferences displayed on the ballot
paper appear not to pass the business rules (for example a break in the number sequence,
repeated numbers or an apparent informal paper), the ballot paper moves to a second
stage of verification to be examined on screen by an operator. Any alteration to the
interpretation at this stage forces the ballot paper through to the third and final
verification stage where review and confirmation is required by a more senior operator;
they are able to view the physical ballot paper if required. Any query over an
interpretation can be escalated to the Electoral Commissioner or the Deputy Electoral
Commissioner for a final ruling.
2.235 Following the verification of all scanned ballot papers preference data are exported from
the scanning system to an output file for importing to the counting module of eVACS®.
Preference data from this file are combined with preference data taken during electronic
voting and a final distribution of preferences is processed to provide the final election
result.
2.236 Scrutineers were able to challenge this process at any stage and were able to observe the
process through the use of a second monitor, facing the scrutineers, for each verifying
staff member.
2.237 A number of casual staff was employed by Elections ACT for the counting and verification
process, many of whom had worked on election day and/or during pre‐polling, processing
postal votes and on mobile polling.
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2.238 Elections ACT was in the vanguard in introducing the electronic verification of scanned
ballot papers for the 2008 election. Its continued use means that manual data entry
continues to be unnecessary. The use of dual monitors, allowing scrutineers to observe
the verification process, assists in the transparency of the process.

Scrutiny
2.239 In accordance with the Electoral Act 1992, candidates are not permitted to observe the
conduct of the election; instead candidates are allowed to ‘appoint a scrutineer to
represent the candidate during the polling for the election, or during the scrutiny for an
election, or both’.48 Elections ACT produced a scrutineers handbook, which outlines the
role of scrutineers as follows:
Candidates may appoint scrutineers to represent them at every polling place on
polling day and at each pre‐poll centre in the ACT during the three week period
leading up to polling day. Candidates may also appoint scrutineers to accompany
mobile polling teams, which can operate from the Monday before polling day until
the close of polling on polling day. Candidates may also appoint scrutineers to
represent them at every scrutiny centre at which votes are being counted or at which
a “preliminary scrutiny” of declaration votes is taking place.49
2.240 While scrutineers were able to observe polling, the focus for scrutineers was generally on
the preliminary count conducted at polling places and the subsequent count conducted at
Elections ACT which, for the 2016 election, took place over the course of the next week.
2.241 For the 2016 election, a video was introduced that explained the vote counting process. At
the close of polling and prior to the preliminary count being conducted, the officers in
charge at each polling place played the video to their staff and the scrutineers were also
invited to watch. Officers in charge reported that the introduction of the video was a
positive step, not just for staff, but also for the scrutineers as it allowed them to
familiarise themselves with the process in more detail.
2.242 Elections ACT checked ballot papers which the scanning system identified as unclear.
Scrutineers from political parties were able to observe this process and object at any time.

Declaring the result
2.243 The Electoral Commissioner, through a press statement, announced the candidates
elected in each electorate on Saturday, 22 October 2016. As postal votes were received up
to and including 21 October 2016 the announcement occurred once those postal votes
accepted had been scanned and included in the final count on eVACS®, at which two

48

Electoral Act 1992, section 112.

49

Scrutineers information ‐ ACT election, October 2016,
www.elections.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/835311/2016‐Scrutineers‐Information‐
handbook.pdf [accessed 10 November 2016], p. 6.
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scrutineers were present. Elections ACT advised that the press release was emailed to
each candidate’s nominated contact; this was to inform them of the result if they did not
have a scrutineer present at the final count.
2.244 Declaring the election result was a formal process (section 189, Electoral Act 1992) to
which the candidates were invited and which was open to the media and the general
public. The Electoral Commissioner formally declared the result of the 2016 ACT election
on Wednesday, 26 October 2016.
2.245 The 2016 ACT election result was announced by the Electoral Commissioner, through a
press release, to the ACT candidates and media on Saturday, 22 October 2016. The
scanning of paper votes and the high percentage of electronic votes contributed to the
short time required. The result was formally declared on 26 October, 11 days after polling
day (15 October 2016).

Elections ACT’s accommodation for the 2016 election
2.246 Like staffing, the accommodation requirements of Elections ACT change significantly
between the non‐election years and an election year. During non‐election years, Elections
ACT needs office space and work stations to accommodate nine permanent full‐time staff,
approximately 125m2 of space. However, during an election year, the space requirements
increase to accommodate temporary staff, election materials and election year activities
such as testing of ICT systems and conducting postal voting processes. Elections ACT also
needs additional space to conduct the scrutiny, scanning and counting of completed ballot
papers. The security of Elections ACT’s accommodation was a fundamental requirement
for the effective conduct of the 2016 ACT election.
2.247 For the 2016 election, Elections ACT needed 850‐920m2 of accommodation space
comprising:


500 ‐ 550m2 for all staff, including secure public counter, postal voting staff and the
inquiry team;



80 ‐ 100m2 for election materials (cardboard, stationery, ICT equipment);



120m2 for staff meeting rooms, public meeting rooms and declaration vote scrutiny;
and



150m2 for the central scrutiny space (counting and scanning of completed ballot
papers).
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2.248 Additionally, Elections ACT required accommodation that:


was close to public transport and accessible to the public (including public reception
areas);



had a loading area where elections material could be distributed; and



included a secure area where ballot papers could be stored.

Identifying suitable Elections ACT accommodation for the election period
2.249 ACT Property Group, a business unit within the Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic
Development Directorate, is responsible for the management of ACT Government
accommodation.
2.250 Elections ACT provided ACT Property Group with a list of their requirements (details
included square metres required, dates and amenities) on two occasions:


at the commencement of its search for suitable election period accommodation
(3 February 2015); and



during negotiations with ACT Property Group Elections over Eclipse House
(September 2015).

2.251 ACT Property Group advised that a ‘number of options [for accommodation for Elections
ACT] were investigated between February and August 2015, including privately leased
space that would have been available beyond November 2016 if required’.
2.252 In April 2015 ACT Property Group proposed that Elections ACT move into vacant office
space in Eclipse House in Canberra City or Callum Offices at Woden. Elections ACT advised
ACT Property Group in May 2015 that Callum Offices would not meet the accommodation
needs of Elections ACT and wished to finalise details for relocation to Eclipse House. In
October 2015 Elections ACT was advised that it was able to relocate to Eclipse House by
November 2015. Elections ACT advised that it would relocate to Eclipse House and
requested that a Memorandum of Understanding be prepared. Elections ACT relocated to
Eclipse House in November 2015, occupying the ninth floor for its staff, ICT testing and
postal voting processes.
2.253 In December 2015 ACT Property Group provided Elections ACT with a draft Memorandum
of Understanding for Level 9, Eclipse House, for review. ACT Property Group advised that
an issue delaying the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding was their inability ‘to
confirm the end of lease make good requirements as the building owner had not
confirmed this in late 2015’; this delay to the make good arrangements continued due to a
disagreement between ACT Property Group and the building owner’s agent.
2.254 The Memorandum of Understanding was not signed during the time Elections ACT
occupied Level 9, Eclipse House. While a version was provided to Elections ACT in
September 2016, Elections ACT advised that this version did not include changes it had
requested, and, as the election period had commenced and its focus was on other
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priorities, it operated on the basis the Memorandum of Understanding had been signed,
as did ACT Property Group. While this is noted, given the importance of the election it
would have been prudent to have a signed Memorandum of Understanding.
2.255 In September 2016, during ongoing negotiations with ACT Property Group, Elections ACT
also occupied Level 5, Eclipse House for a pre‐poll centre and, following the election, the
scrutiny centre.
2.256 Following its inquiry into the loss of ballot papers in Western Australia in the 2013 federal
election the Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters recommended that:
… the Australian Electoral Commission investigate the early procurement of
appropriate premises … for central ballot paper scrutiny and election activity with a
high level of security and appropriate facilities and infrastructure.50
2.257 In February 2015 Elections ACT identified its requirement, with ACT Property Group, for
‘storage of 80 – 100 square metres which included 30 square metres of secure, ballot
paper storage from 1 September 2016’ . The secure storage area arranged was not large
enough to store the tubs (containing ballot papers and other materials) on election night.
Elections ACT hired security guards to supervise the ballot papers in the sealed boxes until
staff arrived on the day after the election, 16 October 2016, and opened the boxes and
moved the ballot papers into the secure room.
2.258 Elections ACT requested, from ACT Property Group, accommodation beyond
30 November 2016; Elections ACT stated that this requirement was part of its risk
management in the event a federal election was called, which could interfere with the
timing of the 2016 ACT election (section 100, Electoral Act 1992). This risk did not
eventuate with the 2016 federal election being held 15 weeks prior to the 2016 ACT
election. However, Elections ACT were not able to secure from ACT Property Group a
commitment that they would be able to occupy Eclipse House past 30 November 2016.
Elections ACT was asked to vacate Eclipse house on 28 November and not
30 November 2016 as set out in the (draft) Memorandum of Understanding.
2.259 The ACT Property Group advised that:
While the MOU was not executed due to protracted negotiations over matters that
Elections ACT refused to deal with outside that document, the terms and conditions
were agreed by both parties by letter and emails. The MOU template was the
standard template used for all ACT Government agency MOU’s, which Elections ACT
had already signed up to on 28 July 2014. The primary outstanding matter was in
relation to make good requirements, which could not be confirmed until negotiations
had concluded with the building owner, which were still ongoing in November 2016.

50

Joint Standing Committee on Electoral Matters, Report on the conduct of the 2013 election and matters related
thereto, April 2015, Canberra, p xxii, Recommendation 20.
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2.260 The ACT Property Group also advised that:
Due to the short term nature of Elections ACT’s requirements and limited funding
ACTPG are only able to assist within what is currently vacant and under the control of
the ACT Government, or what is available within the commercial market at an
acceptable establishment cost (eg. Existing ACT Government ICT connectivity). With
the decreasing level of ownership of large buildings in central locations we expect
that the available, lower cost, space will become very limited for the 2020 election
onwards.
2.261 Elections ACT met with ACT Property Group, from February 2015, to develop a
Memorandum of Understanding from November 2015 to November 2016, including
additional floor space for pre‐polling and the scrutiny centre. However, a Memorandum of
Understanding between ACT Property Group and Elections ACT was not signed as final
agreement could not be reached due to factors outside the control of Elections ACT.
2.262 Section 340 of the Electoral Act 1992 allows Elections ACT to request assistance from the
Head of Service to fulfil its obligations under the Act:
The head of service must comply with any request by the electoral commission, the
commissioner or an augmented commission for information or assistance reasonably
required for this Act.
Elections ACT did not seek assistance from the Head of Service for the 2016 election,
informally or according to section 340 of the Act.
2.263 ACT Property Group advised that the process for providing Elections ACT with
accommodation for the 2020 election will require:
Elections ACT [to] submit a formal request to ACT Property Group detailing their
requirements for the 2020 election at least two years prior to the election; … [then]
ACT Property Group [will] use its best endeavours to locate property in the owned
portfolio or through a sub‐lease with a private landlord; and … Elections ACT …[will
need to ensure] it has sufficient resources for the payment of rent during the
exclusive rental period (including any period prior to actual occupation), fit out and
ICT requirements, and the make good requirements at the end of Election period.
2.264 Given that a Memorandum of Understanding was not finalised with ACT Property Group
for the 2016 election, and they have advised that providing accommodation for the 2020
election is likely to be more problematic, it is important that accommodation
arrangements be finalised well in advance (two years) of the 2020 election. If this does not
occur, Elections ACT should seek assistance from the Head of Service.
RECOMMENDATION 6

2020 ACCOMMODATION

ACT Property Group and Elections ACT should finalise a Memorandum of Understanding
with accommodation arrangements being agreed well in advance (two years) of the 2020
election. If this is not done, Elections ACT should seek assistance from the Head of Service.
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Non‐voters
2.265 In the ACT, voting in elections is compulsory and it is an offence not to vote without a valid
and sufficient reason.51 Non‐voters are eligible electors who fail to vote without meeting
these requirements.
2.266 Following an election, Elections ACT determines the number of ‘apparent non‐voters’ by
subtracting the number of votes counted from the total enrolment—this was 32 702 for
the 2016 election. However, this number does not account for instances where electors
had: already provided Elections ACT with a valid and sufficient reason for not voting;
transferred their enrolment interstate; or tried to vote but had their votes rejected (for
instance, postal votes that were not signed or were received too late). The number also
does not reflect instances where declaration votes were received from electors whose
names were not on the electoral roll but whose votes were admitted to the count.
2.267 After accounting for these instances, letters were sent to 23 069 apparent non‐voters for
the 2016 election. The letters outlined three courses of action available to recipients if
they did not wish to have the matter dealt with by a court:


if the elector voted—provide particulars in writing;



if the elector failed to vote—provide a valid and sufficient reason; or



if the elector failed to vote and they do not have a valid and sufficient reason—pay
the prescribed penalty.52

2.268 If no response is received and the penalty is not paid, second and third (final) notices are
sent and, if action is still to be taken, electors are summoned to appear in court. As shown
in Table 2‐16 there was an increase in the number and percentage of apparent non‐voters
and consequently the number of first notices sent for the 2016 election; this represents
the highest percentage of any ACT Legislative Assembly election.

Table 2‐16 Apparent non‐voters, first notices sent and penalties paid
Election

Apparent
non‐voters

Percentage
of apparent
non‐voters of
enrolled
voters

Number of
first notices
sent

Percentage
of first
notices sent
of enrolled
voters

Number of
penalties
paid

Percentage
of penalties
paid of
enrolled
voters

2004

16 349

7.2%

11 396

5.0%

1 953

0.9%

2008

23 452

9.6%

16 673

6.8%

3 422

1.4%

2012

27 577

10.7%

19 097

7.4%

4 250

1.7%

2016*

32 702

11.5%

23 069

8.1%

‐

‐

Note: * Information regarding penalties paid is not yet available for the 2016 election.

51

Electoral Act 1992, section 129. The does not apply to: overseas electors; Antarctic electors, electors serving a
sentence of imprisonment outside the ACT; and electors who are enrolled because of the enrolment on the
Commonwealth roll as itinerant electors.
52
Electoral Act 1992, section 161.
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2.269 The number of first notices sent to non‐voters increased from 11 396 (5.0 per cent of total
enrolment) at the 2004 election to 23 069 (8.1 per cent of total enrolment) at the 2016
election. The number of eligible electors that paid the penalty for not voting also
increased, from 1 953 (0.9 per cent) at the 2004 election to 4 250 (1.7 per cent) at the
2012 election. Data on the total number of electors that paid the penalty for not voting
following the 2016 election was not available at the time of reporting (because the non‐
voter process was not yet complete) but, in response to the first notices that were sent,
3 333 (or 1.2 per cent) of eligible electors had paid the fine. This number is expected to
increase following second and third notices being sent.
2.270 Table 2‐17 presents information on the penalties for failing to vote in ACT elections as
compared to the penalties in other Australian jurisdictions. The table includes penalty
units (and the value of the fines based on these where they are prescribed in legislation),
as well as prescribed fines where applicable.

Table 2‐17 Penalties for failing to vote at state, territory and Federal elections
Jurisdiction

Maximum penalty units

Fines based on the
value of the penalty
units

Prescribed fines

Australian Capital
Territory

0.5

$75.00

$20.00

New South Wales

1

$110.00

$55.00

Northern Territory

1

$154.00

$25.00

Queensland

1

$121.90

$60.953

South Australia

‐

‐

$121.004

Tasmania

1

$157.001

‐
3

Victoria

1

$155.46

$77.73

Western Australia

‐

‐

$50.002

Federal

1

$180

$20.00

Source:

Audit Office

Note:

1

The fine for the first failure to vote notice is $31.40 (0.2 penalty units). This increases to $62.80 (0.4 penalty units) if the
elector does not respond to the first failure to vote notice.

2

If an elector had not been fined previously for not voting, the penalty is $20.00. This increases to $50 for electors that
have previously paid a penalty for not voting.

3

Prescribed amount 50 per cent of 1 penalty unit for a first notice

4

First notice fine is $70 and the second is $121.

2.271 Section 129 of the ACT Electoral Act 1992 establishes that ‘an elector who is entitled to
vote at an election shall not, without a valid and sufficient reason, fail to vote at the
election’ and specifies a maximum penalty of 0.5 penalty units for failing to do so.
However, section 161 of the ACT Electoral ACT 1992 states that the prescribed penalty for
failing to vote is ‘$20 or any higher penalty prescribed by the regulations’. No higher
penalty has been prescribed in legislation and the $20 penalty has applied since the 1995
election.
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2.272 Table 2‐17 shows that, with the exception of South Australian and Western Australia, all
other jurisdictions have maximum fines for non‐voting expressed as penalty units in their
electoral legislation. The ACT, New South Wales, Northern Territory, Western Australian
and the Commonwealth have prescribed dollar amounts for the fine for non‐voting.
Queensland and Victoria have prescribed amounts which are 50 per cent of a penalty unit.
2.273 The fine for not voting in the ACT ($20) is the same as that for the Commonwealth
Government and at the lowest end of the range of penalties imposed in Australian
jurisdictions. While fines are only likely to be one of several factors that affect non‐voting,
the increasing willingness of eligible electors in the ACT to pay the $20 fine for not voting
(as shown in 2‐16) may indicate that it is timely to question the appropriateness of this
small fine.
2.274 In the ACT fines associated with penalty units are reviewed every four years and adjusted.
Using a penalty unit as the basis for the infringement notice fine for non‐voters would
allow adjustments to occur incrementally, with increased fines at least once every four
years, as per the requirements of the Legislation Act 2001. The next review is due in 2017.
2.275 The ACT Electoral Act 1992 uses penalty units for all matters other than the infringement
notice fine for not voting and two offences that have prescribed infringement amounts
outlined in the Magistrates Court (Electoral Infringement Notices) Regulation 2012. It is
unclear why penalty units have not been adopted for the purpose of issuing non‐voting
fines. The use of a penalty unit as the basis for the fine for not voting would allow for
adjustments to occur incrementally and according to when the ACT adjusts fines overall in
penalty units.
RECOMMENDATION 7

PENALTY UNITS FOR NOT VOTING

The ACT Government should use penalty units as the basis for a non‐voter fine to allow
incremental adjustments and determine what penalty is to be established for non‐voters
(and in so doing increase the current $20 fine).
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Audit reports
Reports Published in 2016‐17
Report No. 01 – 2017

WorkSafe ACT’s management of its regulatory responsibilities for the
demolition of loose‐fill asbestos contaminated houses

Report No. 11 – 2016

2015‐16 Financial Audits – Financial Results and Audit Findings

Report No. 10 – 2016

2015‐16 Financial Audits – Audit Reports

Report No. 09 – 2016

Commissioner for International Engagement – Position Creation and
Appointment Process

Report No. 08 – 2016

Annual Report 2015‐16

Report No. 07 – 2016

Certain Land Development Agency Acquisitions

Reports Published in 2015‐16
Report No. 06 – 2016

Management and administration of credit cards by ACT Government entities

Report No. 05 – 2016

Initiation of the Light Rail Project

Report No. 04 – 2016

The management of the financial arrangements for the delivery of the
Loose‐fill Asbestos (Mr Fluffy) Insulation Eradication Scheme

Report No. 03 – 2016

ACT Policing Arrangement

Report No. 02 – 2016

Maintenance of Public Housing

Report No. 01 – 2016

Calvary Public Hospital Financial and Performance Reporting and
Management

Report No. 10 – 2015

2014‐15 Financial Audits

Report No. 09 – 2015

Public Transport: The Frequent Network

Report No. 08 – 2015

Annual Report 2014‐15

Reports Published in 2014‐15
Report No. 07 – 2015

Sale of ACTTAB

Report No. 06 – 2015

Bulk Water Alliance

Report No. 05 – 2015

Integrity of Data in the Health Directorate

Report No. 04 – 2015

ACT Government support to the University of Canberra for affordable
student accommodation

Report No. 03 – 2015

Restoration of the Lower Cotter Catchment

Report No. 02 – 2015

The Rehabilitation of Male Detainees at the Alexander Maconochie Centre

Report No. 01 – 2015

Debt Management

Report No. 07 – 2014

2013‐14 Financial Audits

Report No. 06 – 2014

Annual Report 2013‐14

These and earlier reports can be obtained from the ACT Auditor‐General’s website at
http://www.audit.act.gov.au.
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